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City to
activate
new siren

Second wreck
claims victim
For the second straight day,
a man has died following an
early morning, one-vehicle accident in Calloway County after
the vehicle hit a tree and caught
fire.
Kentucky State Police are not
releasing the name of the driver pending identification by the
state medical examiner's office
in Madisonville. Coroner Dwane
Jones said Thursday morning
dental records will be taken
with the body to help with identification.
The truck belongs to a Calloway County resident, but
investigators are unable to
determine that he was the driver, Jones said.
"Right now, we're treating
him as a John Doe," Jones
said. "There's no way you can
identify him by looking at him."
According to a KSP press
release, a trooper came upon
the wreck at the intersection
of Crossland and Midland roads
four miles south of Murray
about 12:30 a.m. Thursday and
found the truck fully engulfed
in flames.
The truck appeared to have
been southbound on Crossland, then for some unknown
reason left the road, hit a tree
and overturned before catching fire, the release said.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Calloway
County Fire-Rescue and the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Ambulance Service assisted at the scene.
The accident came a day
after Adam Ray Duncan of Crabtree Road died in a 3 a.m.
wreck on Kentucky 94 East.

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
If the sound of sirens cutting through the air is heard
in Murray next week, the Calloway County Office of
Emergency Management will be very happy.
A test of the city's emergency warning sirens is scheduled for March 7 at approximately 9 a.m. The test will
also serve as a trial run for Murray's newest siren, located between the Murray Ledger and Times building and
the old Piggly Wiggly building on Glendale Road.
The new siren, a Tempest-121 model, was purchased
by the city of Murray for approximately $7,500. City
Administrator Don Elias said the funds used for the purchase came from the city's nearly $4 million natural gas
system emergency fund.
"Of course, natural gas is one of our main concerns
should a storm ever hit," Elias said. "That would represent a huge danger, and we felt like (the gas fund) was

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
BIRTHDAY FOOD...Cedric Cherry, a first-grade student at Murray Elementary School, eats some
green eggs and ham Thursday morning. Children across America will be participating in various
activities in celebration of Dr. Seuss's birthday today.

Activities promote reading
By AMY WILSON
Managing Editor
With video games, television shows
and the Internet competing for children's attention, parents and teachers
are faced with a challenge - how to
include books as an option.
"It is very important for parents
to read to their children," said Sandy
Linn, youth services librarian at the
Calloway County Public Library. "Let
them see you reading. When you read
together, you are having together time
with them."

Annual
sessions
amendment
possible
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky voters will likely get
another chance this November
to decide if they want to have
the General Assembly around
every year.
What other constitutional
questions, if any, will appear
on the ballot is still an open
question, however.
Speaker
House
Jody
Richards, the primary mover
and shaker behind the annual
sessions amendment to the
constitution in 1998, is making
another run this year. The new
proposal is more restrictive,
with a session in odd-numbered years limited to 24 days
and on topics relating to the
budget, government reorganization and administrative regulations. The session would
have to end by March 24.
Voters rejected annual sessions by a 51-49 margin two
years ago. It was a defeat
mostly in rural counties, fueled
in part by a radio advertising
campaign financed by the Kentucky Farm Bureau and other
lobbying groups, notably the
Kentucky Medical Association.
Both groups have toned down
their opposition this time around.
Numerous other proposals
to amend the constitution are
floating around the General
Assembly.

Tonight...Becoming cloudy
after midnight. Low 35 to 40.
Northeast wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday...Light rain likely. High
in the upper 40s. Rain chance
60 percent.
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Finding the time to read to their parents come in and pick up a video
children is often difficult given par- when their children want to pick out
ents' busy work schedules. However, a book and they are told there is not
the library offers a variety of activ- enough time," Linn said.
ities to promote reading.
To encourage young readers, the
One of those activities is tonight's library offers story hours for various
Dr. Seuss Birthday Party beginning age groups.
"We have a Baby and Parent stoat 6 p.m.
Preschoolers through fifth grade rytime for ages 6 weeks to 12 months
students are invited to come to the (pre-walkers)," Linn said. "We also
library wearing their pajamas for an offer a Parents and Twos, which is
evening of reading. It will be fol- more structured, and then a Preschool
lowed by birthday cake and punch.
"Sometimes it makes me sad when II See Page 2
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County chosen
for program to
dispose of tires
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The Jackson Purchase Area Development District has
been chosen as one of two ADDs to participate in the
state's fall Tire Amnesty Program.
The eight-county Purchase ADD, as well as the Bluegrass ADD, will be part of the program in which individuals, especially farmers, can bring in old tires free of
charge.
-We're going to be part of that this fall," 'said Rita
Burton, Calloway County's solid waste coordinator. "This
is going to be a huge undertaking."
The program will be one of two local environmentcleaning events scheduled this year. The other, Operation
LITTER, will coincide with the state's Commonwealth
Cleanup Week (March 18-25).

IN See Page 2

MSU students
question MPD
traffic stops
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Are Murray State University students being
harassed by Murray City Police officers?
That was the primary question addressed during
an open forum between the MSU Student Government Association and the Murray City Council
Wednesday afternoon in the Curris Center Barkley
Room.
The meeting was held in conjunction with the
MSU/City Council committee that was formed last
year in an attempt to help the city better address
the concerns of university students.
Several students during the meeting stated that
they had been pulled over on numerous occasions
by city police officers for routine matters (failing
to use a turn signal, failure to turn their lights on,
etc.) and then asked to step out of their vehicles.
Once out of the vehicle, students said officers
often searched their cars, asked them whether they
either had drugs or used drugs and often asked
them whither they were going to certain parties.
"It's approaching harassment," said SGA Secretary Michael Thorn. "It's not any particular group
they're pulling over. When they pull somebody
over, they're asking for the IDs of everyone in the
car."
While students were urged to pass concerns on
to Murray Police Chief John Knight, Mayor Freed
Curd also assured the students that other measures
have already been taken to ensure proper police
behavior.
"We do now have video (cameras on police

• See Page 2
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Posting
plans clear
committees
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A House committee has given its blessing to separate proposals to allow posting of the Ten Commandments as classroom aids in public schools and
as part of historical displays in public buildings.
The move brought into sharper focus what
action lawmakers might take in stamping their
approval on reintroduction of the biblical code
inte public forums. Both proposals easily cleared
the House State Government Committee on
Wednesday, with the lone voice of concern coming from an American Civil Liberties Union

BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Times photo
PLANNING TOGETHER.. Maggie Tate and her father, Jim, organize themselves and their parts as they prepare to build their
Soap Box Derby car Wednesday evening. A clinic for builders
will be held Saturday. The derby is being sponsored by Peoples Bank of Murray and hosted by the Murray Rotary Club.

House Majority Leader Greg Stumbo led support for a bill to allow the posting of religious
or historical documents. includipg the Ten Commandments. in teaching courses in history, civilization, ethics, literature or comparative religion.
The two-paragraph bill says such documents
could be posted only if deemed "appropriate to
the overall educational purpose of the course."
School councils, or the school in the absence
of such councils, would decide whether such
courses are offered that incorporate religious
documents.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, said that failing to
weave religion into such courses gives students
an incomplete picture of how history has evolved.
"I don't understand, really, how you can

See Page 2

House committee considers sovereign immunity
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The House Judiciary Committee has started wrestling with whether to limit the legal
doctrine that protects state and county governments from
lawsuits for damages.
The committee heard from a range of people during
about 2 1/2 hours of testimony that stretched into Wednesday evening, but took no vote on a bill to peel away
some of government's protection under sovereign immunity.
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Testimony included claims that grievances against public employees had not been redressed because government
agencies used a sovereign immunity defense.
On the other side were representatives from the governor's office on down to counties and local health departments. They said weakening sovereign immunity would
lead to more lawsuits against government, raise liability
insurance rates for public agencies and make it tougher
to lure people into public service.

The bill would waive a governmental body's sovereign
immunity protection to the extent of its liability insurance
coverage. A plaintiff seeking damages would still have to
prove negligence by a government worker.
The Kentucky Constitution grants sovereign immunity
to state and county governments. The legal theory is that
the government is composed of the people and negligence
lawsuits amount to the people suing themselves. The doctrine dates back to medieval England.
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Reward offered
for information
about cut tires

•Reading ..
From Page 1
program for ages 3 to 6."
Although the programs usually
are offered in the mornings during the week. Linn said if enough
interest is shown, she will offer
different hours.
The library also hosts a summer reading program fill older
children.
"We also have a young adult
book section for teens separate
from the children's area, which
has helped our older readers." she
said.
Children must be 7 years old
in order to receive a library card.
Linn said there is a special coming-of-age-party for second-graders
that includes a library tour.
Murray Elementary School
Librarian Tina Dunn combines visual techniques to make books more
appealing to her students.
She even dresses up in various
costumes to make the stones more
interesting.
"We have various centers and
different programs such as puppet
shows," Dunn said. "We might

have a book display. We often
play games and then read the
book."
Dunn emphasized the importance
of making reading a "personal"
activity.
"We do activities with books
that are very visual and we also
make crafts," she said. "Practice
makes perfect and reading opens
up worlds that students may not
encounter.
"We have guest readers and do
something memorable to make reading fun and motivating," she said.
The key to encouraging young
readers is for parents to set the
example, she said.
"If they see you read, that is
a motivator," Dunn said. "As working parents,-it is hard, but you
need to make quality time. That
is where they get the love for
reading and, vocabulary."
Dunn said when she encounters a "reluctant reader," there is
usually a reason for it.
"There is something here for
everybody," she said. "The best
way to improve reading is by reading."

REUSE THE NEWS
RECYCLE

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray-Calloway County Crime
Stoppers Inc. is offering a $100 reward for information leading to the
arrest of those responsible for recent tire slashings in the University
Heights area on North 16th Street.
Someone using what is believed
to be a knife cut 22 tires on eight
vehicles sometime Monday night or
before 2:30 a.m. Tuesday morning.
The vehicles were located on Tiffany, Chris and Brooklyn drives.
Information about the incidents
can be reported anonymously at
(270)753-1621.

II Posting
From Page 1
BERNARD KANE/Ledger ea Times photo
Murray Electric System workers place the pole that Murray's newest emergency warning siren
now sits atop into the ground last week.

• Siren ...
From Page 1
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Jeff Steen, director of the Calloway County Office of Emergency Management. said the siren
will run on power from electricity lines, but will also have a battery backup that will provide "at
least 20 minutes" of power should
storms disable those.
The siren's other features
include:
• 360-degree sound coverage
pattern.
• Stainless steel hardware.
• Maintenance-free design.
• A five-year parts warranty.
• A coverage area of approximately three-quarters of a mile.
• The capability to be- activated by radio waves, eliminating the
need for hard-wiring.
Steen said the new sirens, as
well as the city's existing sirens,
can be activated either from Murray tlee University's public safety offi
ior from the Murray
Police Department. The use of
radio waves will allow for all
sirens to be activated at once.
The only city siren currently
not - on the radio wave system,
Steen said, is the one that sits

• Cast iron and gear driven transmission
• JUST ONE HAND operation
• 1 forward/1 reverse speed
• 16-inch tilling width
• Rear mounted Standard Rotating Bolo tines
• Limited Lifetime Warranty'

$59995

••.6 hi.** ler .1010s

www.troybilt.corn

Murray Home 8 Auto
Outdoor Division
Chestnut Street • Murray
(270) 753-2571

In addition to the new siren
and the one atop City Hall, emergency warning sirens are located
atop the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center on College
Farm Road and atop Woods, Lovett
Auditorium and Springer Hall on
the MSU campus.
Steen said that while the university sirens currently provide
adequate coverage to the north
part of town, Murray's rapid expansion in that area could bring up
the need for another siren in the
near future.
"There could definitely be a

Tire pick-up will be done in a
different Purchase county every
weekend between Aug. 10 and
Oct. 5 except for Labor Day weekend (Sept. 2-4), Burton said. She
was not yet sure 'which weekend
would be Calloway's.
The program is conducted by
the state Cabinet of Natural

CELLTOUCH,inc.
Dixieland Shopping Center
)Behind ilerciees on Chestnut St.)
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time when a siren to the north
becomes a necessity," he said.
Rep. Mike Cherry, another coMuch of the cost of installing
sponsor
of the bill, said a .vast
a siren was eliminated with the
of his constituents supmajority
help of the Murray Electric System, who not only donated the ports reintroduction of the Ten Com55-foot pole the siren now sits mandments in public education.
Cherry, D-Princeton, said the
atop, but also mounted it and will
'bill
would restore religion to a
complete the wiring work to make
role originally envisioned by this
it operational.
nation's founding fathers.
"The companies will come down
"They certainly didn't intend ...
and put them in, but it winds up
costing as much as the siren," for us to go so far in taking reliSteen said. "Murray Electric did gion, whatever the religion may
be, out of our educational sysit as a public service."
tem," he said.
Steen said the $7,500 price tag
Jeff Vessels, executive director
was actually a good deal for the of the ACLU of Kentucky, also
city. since some companies can invoked the founding fathers in
ask for as much as $12,000 for a expressing concerns that the meassiren.
ures could lead to government proHe also said the waiting peri- moting a particular religion.
od of nearly two months that the
"The founders of this nation
city had to go through to get the
siren was well worth it because really did have it right when they
after the outbreak of severe storms crafted the First Amendment," he
last year, cities nationwide have said. "They were right when they
been working to upgrade their siren chose to keep religion and government separate."
systems.
Vessels said his organization
Steen also said MSU amateur
radio spotters will be positioned would not object if the goal of
at various locations around town the bill's supporters is to teach
the .clay of the test to check the students the roles of different religions in history.
effectiveness of the sirens.

Both events will offer cash prizes
Resources and Environmental Pro- Burton said.
from random drawings to particitection's Division of Waste ManFor the other event, Burton has
pating groups.
agement.
sent letters and applications to
The Operation LITTER cam"They will take every tire we've local churches, civic organizations,
paign, which emphasizes picking
got," Burton said.
schools and businesses and indusShe noted that the program is tries detailing Operation LITTER up trash along Calloway County's
for individuals, not businesses, to (Linking Individuals Together To roadways and getting rid of illegal dumps, will offer prizes of
rid the environment of old tires.
Erase Rubbish) and the state $50, $30 and $20, according to
"It's not going to cost them cleanup week.
Burton's letter.
anything except bringing them in,"

767-9111
FREE Nokia phone and Car Charger
$25 per month for 100 minutes
Add a hne for $10 per moth
No Activation Fee

Available on new one year service agreement Subject to credit check and appr.Dval Fee wII be
char.:. for early termination of contract Other restrictions may apply Offer ends 1.12!00

PowerPUMP

• Students ...
From Page 1
cars), which is going to help that,"
Curd said. "It makes the police
officers more conscientious and
courteous when they know the
chief can pull out the video and
look at their performance."
Curd also pointed out that students could write down an officer's badge number and file a

The fastest way in the
Universe to get in shape...

A revolutionary way to tone up every

major muscle group...
ea'N.

Stumbo said that courses focused
on religion, buttressed by visual aids
like the Ten Commandments, could
help give students a strong moral
compass and promote tolerance by
giving them an understanding of
people with different beliefs.

Stuc
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III Tires ...
From Page 1

Tillers

atop City Hall. It still must be
switched on manually there at the
building, which Steen said is not
always such a bad thing.
"It's nice having one that's not
in the system in case something
happens to the system," Steen said.
"We're not really sure what we're
going to do with that one."
The sirens will not be activated for just any -storm, though.
Steen said they will only be activated in the event of a tornado.
Although Steen said the sirens
are designed primarily to reach
people outdoors, many resident
will be able to hear them inside.

teach history or the history of civilization without teaching religion,"
he said.

This class is a
pre-choreographed
barbell workout
(a 3 lb. bar
using weights)
( done to music.

Come join
the hottest
fitness
craze in
the world!!

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
We build strong kids,

strong families, strong communities.

759-9622
808 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY

complaint with the department.
Knight, however, said Thursday
morning that he had not received
any such complaints and was not
aware that a problem with police
harassment existed.
"It's a concern for me that the
perception even exists," he said.
"If it does, it's something we need
to change."
Knight also said that it was not
department policy to randomly
search cars on routine traffic stops.
"Early on, when I took over, I
tried to impress on officers not to
pull people over and search them
for no reason," he said.
Students also questioned the
'council on another prickly matter
- the wet/dry issue.
The last time a vote on whether
alcohol could be sold in Murray
was taken was in September 1996.
The proposal to go "wet" was
defeated 3,223 to 2,296.
Curd said that while the issue
was up to voters, he would likely vote against it.
"I've got mixed feelings about
it," he said. "I'd probably vote
dry."
City Administrator Don Elias
said' students would be able to
vote in wet/dry election if they
were registered voters of Calloway
County. Registering in Calloway
County, though, would cause them
to have to forfeit voting rights in
their home counties, he said.
Curd said it would not be the
council's policy to take an official position on the issue should
it arise. Former mayor and current council member Bill Cherry,
though, expressed concerns over
legal problems that could arise if
the county went wet.
"It's a whole lot of liability,"
Cherry said. "I'm in business right
now, and if it went wet. I'd probably sell."
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Happy Birthday Dr. Seuss
The Cat and
the Hat is
shown giving
one of his
friends a copy
of a book in
celebration of
his birthday
last year.
Books were
donated by the
community to
be given away
to students
during this
special week.
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Students are shown with the books they received last yearwhen they celebrated Dr. Seuss birthday.
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Leanna Linn and Mandy Schroader display one of
the birthday cakes at Dr. Seuss' pajama party held
at the Calloway County Public Library.
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Peggy Billington and County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
(above) and Donna Herndon (right) were at the Pajama
Party last year honoring Dr. Seuss' birthday. They were
among several local residents who volunteered to read to
the children.
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During last year's celebration of Dr. Seuss' birthday, Mayor Freed Curd (left) led the students
in the promise to read during "Read Across
(Above )MHS students collected
America.
books to distribute to those students who
enjoyed eating green eggs and ham for breakfast.
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(Above) Bill Smith,
retired MHS
teacher, board
member and
grandfather of
Murray Elementary
student David
Smith. reads his
favorite book
while (left) Librarian Tina Dunn
shows the cake
prepared for Dr.
Seuss on his
birthday. The balloon bouquet was
donated by Gene
& Jo's Florist.
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The National Education Association's (NEA) is sponsoring the
third annual Read Across America celebration, which on March 2
will engage more than 20 million
adults and children across the U.S.
Celebrated annually on March
2, the birthday of the late Dr.
Seuss (Theodor Geisel), the NEA's
Read Across America celebration
will be setting Seuss on the Loose
throughout the nation.
The National Education Association's Children's Top 10 Book
List (as voted on by children) are:
I. Harry Potter, J.K. Rowling; 2.
Goosebumps, R. L. Stine (series);
3. Green Eggs and Ham, Dr. Seuss;
4. The Cat in the Hat, Dr. Seuss;
5. Arthur (series) Marc Brown; 6.
Charlotte's Web, E. B. White; 7.
Shiloh (trilogy) Phyllis Reynolds
Naylor; 8. Hatchet, Gary Paulsen;
9. Holes, Louis Sachar; 10. The
Giver, Lois Lowry.
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Different students wore sandwich boards each day on Tiger
Cub News encouraging students to eat Green Eggs and
Ham on Dr. Seuss' birthday.

Get Shelter's broad protection
for your mobile home
SHELTER MOBILE
HOMEOWNERS
POLICY
Find out how much protection you can provide
for your mobile home,
out buildings, personal
property, additional living expense. and liability. Stop by or call for
more information.
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270-759-2500
308 S. 12th St., Murray, KY

Or Kenn M Adam.

Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N 12th St. • Murray
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

SHELTER
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Shelter Insurance Cos , Home Office: 1817 W Broadway, Columbia, MO 65218
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Plaintiffs have long wait

'SURE.. WE KNOW THERE IS A PROBLEM.... BUT
AIN'T THE ECONOMY GRAND!!!'

Work continues in Frankfort
Although last week's workload
in the General Assembly's 2000 legislative session was the heaviest
yet, my Senate colleagues and I
are bracing for even longer hours
of studying and debating the issues
as we move further into the session's final half.
For many lawmakers, the big
news last week was word that
Gov.. Patton was revising his budget proposal and scaling back the
tax code restructuring he wanted
us to consider. His plan no longer
calls for a 7-cents-a-gallon gastax increase or an extension of
the state's 6 percent sales tax to
cover certain services, such as car
repairs.
Patton also scaled back his proposal to offer an income-tax break
to the working poor and phase
out the state property tax on vehicles.
In the next few weeks, I'll join
my fellow members of the Appropriations & Revenue Committee
as we consider the governor's
revised budget.
It's important to remember that
the executive branch proposal Is
just a starting point.
Lawmakers must make the final
decisions on spending and tax matters, so in the coming weeks we'll
be spending long hours studying
the budget proposal and making
whatever changes we think are
necessary to move Kentucky forward.
Of course, in between budget
hearings we'll continue moving bills
through our committee system and
casting votes on hundreds of issues

LEGISLATIVE UPDATE

BOB JACKSON
State Senator
on the Senate floor.
One of the top items Senate
members voted on last week the eighth week of our legislative session - was House Bill 355,
legislation that would prohibit'
judges from granting visitation
rights to a parent convicted of
killing his or her child's other parent. According to the legislation,
visitation rights could only be granted to such a parent if a hearing
determines visitation would be in
a child's best interest.
We also approved Senate Bill
155, which would ensure that slot
machines and video games aren't
offered by the Kentucky Lottery
unless lottery officials receive
approval from the General Assembly.
Activity in the Senate committee system also accelerated last
week.
The Senate Judiciary Committee approved SB 218, legislation
that would strengthen penalties
against parents who fail to make
child support payments.
The bill would allow the state
to suspend the driver's license of
a parent who fails to pay child
support for six months.
According to current law, such
a parents driver's license isn't sus-

pended until he or she tails one
year behind on child support payments.
In other committee business,
the Senate State and Local Government Committee approved
House Bill 350, legislation that
would allow primary elections in
Kentucky to be held one week
earlier than they are currently.
According to the election schedule currently followed, the May
primary is often held right after
the Memorial Day Holiday.
Some have said this depresses
voter turnout and makes it more
difficult to find poll workers.
The pace of activity around the
Capitol will continue accelerating
rapidly in the coming weeks.
If you have a comment on any
issues we are considering in the
2000 session, 1 urge you to share
your thoughts with me. You may
reach me by calling toll-free,
1-800-372-7181, or writing to my
attention at the State Capitol. Frankfort, KY, 40601.
You're also invited to visit my
Web page at www.SenJackson.com.
For the latest posting of bill summaries, bill status information and
committee meeting schedules, cons-int the Kentucky legislature's home
page - www.Irc.state.ky.us.
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Feb. 18- The(Charleston,S.C.)Post and Courier, on Austria acknowledging its Nazi past:
Fears that Joerg Haider might lead a rebirth of
Nazism in Austria if his Freedom Party became a
partner in the new government have forced Austrians to confront their Nazi past and reject it. ...
Haider raised the specter of a return to the past
several years ago when he praised Hitler's employment policies and hailed veterans of the Nazi SS.
The European Union's threat to impose sanctions/
and protests inside and outside Austria led to a
series of pledges. ... President Thomas Klestil made
People's Party leader Wolfgang Schuessel and the
Freedom Party boss sign a statement promising to
uphold European democratic values. ...
Schuessel went even further ... when he acknowledged Austria's Nazi past and promised to ensure
that future generations of Austrians will "be given
the history of this country." ... Before turning Austria into a pariah nation, the new democratically
elected government should be given a chance to
prove itself.
Feb. 18 - Asahi Shimbun of Tokyo, on Japan's
share of the expenditures for U.S. troops in
Japan:
What should not be overlooked is the Americans ceaseless argument that Japan's unwillingness to pay necessary expenses will strain the
alliance. Their argument sounds like a contention
that if the Constitution prohibits Japan from using
force overseas, and if it does not resort to collective self-defense, then it is duty-hound ts an
ally to take over the expenses for ctationme Is
troops to make up for its inaction
But is that not a little too arrogant' (tic U.S.
troops in Japan are assigned an important task —

more important than preparing 'for an emergency
in regard to Japan — of following their forward
deployment strategy with their eyes set on the
Middle East and Africa.
The question of how much Japan should pay
for the stationing the U.S. troops must be examined in that context. Tokyo and Washington should
accept this opportunity as an occasion for levelheadedly facing up to the facts about the alliance
and deepening mutual understanding, rather than
shying away from each other.
Feb. 23 - Aftonbladet of Stockholm, Sweden,
on Kosovo:
The war belongs to the past. Bill Clinton said
in Kosovo three months ago. But there is no peace
or reconciliation. It is confirmed-by the desperate
attempts by KFOR (Kosovo Force of international peacekeepers) to stem the latest wave of violence in Mitrovica.
The idea with NATO's military intervention was
to secure autonomy for Kosovo within the framework of Yugoslavia, not its independence. Today
that idea is no longer valid.
The thinly spread and badly organized KFOR
forces have not been enough to protect Serbs and
Roma from Albanian violence. The disarmament
was virtually discontinued before it had started and
the KLA was formally dissolved.
The United Nations, which is resporsthle for
love
the civilian administration, has failed to
KLA extremists from power in cities and towns.
The U.N. administrator Bernard Kouchner has tried
to keep the illusion alive: Reconciliation and rehabilitation takes time. Remember, he says. that it
took IS years for Lebanon and Cambodia to overcome the consequences of war

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
days after Cuban military jets shot
down two unarmed civilian planes
on Feb. 24, 1996, killing four
Americans, President Clinton asked
Congress for legislation to help
compensate their families "out of
Cuba's blocked assets here in the
United, States."
The administration has come to
regret those few presidential words,
which have touched off a storm
of controversy among a growing
number of victims of state-sponsored terrorism who have won
court awards for damages — but
can't collect them.
That includes a $187.6 million
judgment against Cuba in Deeember 1997 that a federal judge in
Miami awarded the families of
victims of the shootdown over the
Florida Straits„
Despite Clinton's words, the
State Department has opposed 'all
efforts to seize frozen assets of Cuba
or any other country — saying it
could backfire and result in seizure
of U.S. diplomatic properties"
aboard.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright's recent announcement that
she would explore other ways to
help collect such judgments gave
new hope to some victims and
their families. But others remain
bitter or, at least, skeptical.
In a Senate speech marking the
fourth anniversary of the Cuban
incident, Sen. Connie Mack, RFla., cited "another year passed
without closure."
In refusing to help the families, the administration created "a
great injustice," Mack said.
Mack and Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J., are sponsoring a bill
.to set up a mechanism for collecting blocked assets. The administration opposes it.
However, the bill has won the
support of other victims of terrorism.
"It is designed to make terrorism expensive," said former hostage
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Associated Press Writer
Terry Anderson, awaiting a federal judge's assessment of damages
in his $100 million lawsuit against
Iran.
The former Associated Press
correspondent has also met with
administration officials in an effort
to build support for some kind of
collection mechanism.
"I don't expect Iran to be cutting us a check any time soon,"
said Anderson attorney Stuart Newberger.
Anderson, whose nearly seven
years in captivity in Lebanon made
him the longest-held American
hostage, claims Iran sponsored his
1985 kidnapping. Three fellow
hostages, Joseph Cicippio, Frank
Reed .and David Jacobsen, have
already won a $65 million judgment against Iran.
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson declared Iran in
default when it didn't send a representative to Anderson's lawsuit
trial earlier this month.
When Clinton made his blockedasset request, Congress already was
working on a bill to permit victims of state-sponsored terrorism
to sue in U.S. courts, legislation
sought by families of victims of
the 1988 Pan Am 103 bombing.
Congress acted quickly and Clinton signed the Anti-Terrorism Act
of 1996 at a South Lawn ceremony.
But with multimillion-dollar
judgments piling up, not a cent
has yet been collected.
The administration became particularly alarmed when the family of Alisa Flatow — an American college student killed in a
1995 bombing in Israel — sought

a court order to seize the former
Iranian Embassy and other former
diplomatic properties to satisfy a
$247 million judgment they won
against Iran.
"The families of these victims
are still fighting the U.S. government in trying to execute these judgments, which creates an intense
amount of confusion and frustration among family members," said
Mark Zaid, an attorney for the
Pan Am 103 families in a $20
billion damage suit still being
fought by Libya.
With Iran, there are hundreds
of millions of dollars of frozen
non-diplomatic assets, the former
hostages contend, including former commercial properties and
money from U.S. arms bought by
Iran but never delivered.
The administration has been talking to Anderson and other representatives of the Lebanon hostages
about tapping into these accounts.
But tapping into frozen assets from
Cuba or Libya is more complicated.
Ronald Kleinman, a lawyer for
the Florida families, said no one
from the administration has offered
to sit down with his clients to
talk about frozen Cuban assets.
The administration "helped us
— until we got the judgment,"
Kleinman said.
"People need to be able to put
the past behind them and move
on," Mack said.
But he said so long as families like those in Miami are unable
to collect on judgments, that will
be difficult.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
companies that pay farmers to raise livestock on
a large scale to share liability for any environmental violations they incur.
Good. Since meat processing companies own
the animals and control their feed and care, it
makes sense that they be required to share responsibility for any environmental problems those operations cause with the farmers who own the land
and buildings.
However, while other states have discussed shared
liability, Kentucky would be the first to impose
the new regulations unveiled by the state Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet.
The regulations, which will take effect March
17, would govern "factory farms" that produce
more than 2,500 feeder pigs, 100,000 hens or 1,000
beef or dairy cattle a year. Currently, there are
about 250 large pig and poultry operations in Kentucky, but no large beef or dairy farms.
The Patton administration first imposed regulations on large swine operations in 1997. The 1998
General Assembly rejected those regulations but failed
to impose its own rules. Thus, just days after the
close of the '98 session, Gov. Paul Patton issued
by executive order new regulations on large hog
farms.
The regulations recently announced are the first
to govern poultry and cattle operations. The 2000
General Assembly can reject them and impose its
own regulations, but there is no indication that it
will do so.
The new regulations spell out how far barns,
waste lagoons and "land application" of waste must
be removed from city limits, neighboring houses,
churches, schools, streams, wells and roads.
They are not an attempt to ban large factory
farms. They simply are an effort to ensure that
those operations do not pollute nearby waterways
and do not make life miserable for their neighThe Independent, Ashland
Kentucky is breaking new ground by requiring bors. That's only fair.

The Gleaner, Henderson
If Gov. Paul Patton loses his fight for new
taxes, how much ground will Kentucky lose in
trying to improve education and roads, two very
vital components in our state's quality of life?
Obviously, the governor is convinced that any
loss of momentum in education and/or further inattention to highway needs will cost Kentucky more
dearly in the long run than the estimated $310
million in new taxes he proposes.
The inclination is to share his concerns and to
admire his leadership in trying to sustain or enhance
funding for a range of education programs from
early childhood development to adult education.
The governor's so-called "tax fairness" plan, a
combination of tax hikes and cuts, is the vehicle
for those and other proposals outlined in the governor's budget package.
In not-so-subtle tones, the governor has indicated that a lot of programs included in his budget hinge on the legislature's acceptance of the new
taxes, just as highway improvements depend on
the proposed seven-cent per gallon increase in the
state tax on gasoline. As bad timing would have
it, gasoline prices have soared since the governor
unveiled his proposed increase, further dimming
its chances.
By his own admission, the governor faces an
uphill battle in the legislature, where the Republican Party has control of the Senate and a Democratic majority in the House is full of reservations.
If his tax plan is rejected, his two-year budget
faces lots of bloodletting as legislators skirmish
over what to cut and what to salvage
At best, the governor may end up with half a
loaf. For him and others who share his vision of
a better Kentucky, that would merely keep us moving ever so slowly on a rocky road.
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Boyd J. McClure Jr.

Sanford Cleo Griffin

Boyd J. McClure Jr., 66, South 10th Street, Murray, died Wednesday, March I, 2000, at 4:25 p.m. at his home.
A retired heavy equipment operator for Kentucky Department of
Highways, he was an Army veteran and a member of Emmanuel Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Dorothy N. McClure, preceded him in death. Born
Nov. I, 1933, in Graves County, he was the son of the late Boyd
McClure and Cornelia Kelly McClure.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Deborah Lynne Brown and
husband, Mike, McEwen, Tenn., and Shari Jean McClure, Murray; one
son, Gregory Dale McClure, Newalla, Okla.; four grandsons, Brian
McClure and Joseph Brown, McEwen, and Chris McClure and Justin
McClure, Newalla; one sister, Mrs. Frances Imogene Ogg and husband, Jack, Wingo.
The funeral will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev. James Fortner will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the ftneral home from 4 to 9 p.m. Friday.

it

Sanford Cleo Griffin, 76, Main Stet, Benton, Ill., died Tuesday.
Feb. 29, 2000, at Veteran Affairs Medical Center, Marion, Ill.
A disabled veteran, he was a member of Iron Mountain Lodge of
Free and Accepted Masons.
Born Oct. 14, 1923, in Model, Tenn., he was the son of the late
Sanford Griffin and Martha Reid Griffin.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Christine Whitford, Benton; one
brother, Thomas R. Griffin, Box Springs, Ga.; several relatives in Calloway County.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the Memorial Chapel of
Anglin Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn. The Rev. A.J. Outland will'offielate.
Pallbearers will be Danny Whitford, Steve Crump, Bill Futrell, Jeff
Futrell, Scott Futrell and Tommy Thompson. Burial will follow in the
Hicks Cemetery in the Tennessee portion of the Land Between the
Lakes.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Get your refund in half the
usual time...
or even faster with
Direct Deposit
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Adam Ray Duncan, 21, Crabtree Road, Murray, died Wednesday,
March 1, 2000, about 3 a.m. in a one-truck accident on Highway 94
East, Murray, by the Elm Grove Baptist Church Cemetery.
Employed by a transport company, he was a member of Elm Grove
Baptist Church and a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High School.
Born June 4, 1978, he was the son of Joyce Underhill Duncan and
the late heo Ray Duncan.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Joyce Underhill Duncan, two
sisters, Misty Duncan and Angel Duncan, and his grandmother, Mrs.
Lorene Underhill, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. David Brasher and Dr. Todd Buck will officiate. Burial will follow in the New Providence Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
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Mrs. Wanda L. Greer
The funeral for Mrs. Wanda L. Greer will be Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Willis
Cheaney will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Mrs. Greer, 61, Wiswell Road, Murray, died Monday. Feb. 28,
2000, at 5:20 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church,
Murray. Her mother, Mrs. Marion Hill, one sister, Dorothy Ann Busby,
and one brother, Robert Earl Broyles, all preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Henry Greer; two daughters, Mrs.
Renee' Musgrove and husband, Dwain, Murray, and Mrs. Sherita
Blakemore and husband, Richard, Jackson, Tenn.; two sons, Howard
Jinner, Paducah, and Reggie Ballard, Beattyville; 29 grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.
Also surviving are her father, Eddie Ballard, Dayton, Ohio; six sisters, Mrs. Bonnie Roach, Paducah, Mrs. Mary Payne and husband,
Elroy, and Mrs. Janice Cooper and husband, Benny, all of Murray.
and Mrs. Paula Ballard, Mrs. Patricia Reese and Mrs. Barbara Cummings, all of Dayton, Ohio; two brothers, Arthur Broyles, Atlanta,
Ga., and Kenneth Ballard, Dayton, Ohio; her mother-in-law, Mrs. Maybelle Coneal, Clinton; several nieces and nephews.
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ing delicious homemade pizza.
The price for the class is $20
for adults, and $10 for children
accompanied by an adult. The price
includes ingredients. Registrations
are currently being taken.
Space is limited. For more information, or to register, contact the
Center for Continuing Education
at 270-762-3662, or I-800-6697654.
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Samuel L. Chesser Jr., 77, Melrose Drive, Murray, died Wednesday, March 1, 2000, at 10 a.m. at Vanderbilt University Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn.
He had retired as a heating and air conditioning inspector for the
city of Louisville. A 50-year member of Plum Lodge No. 862 of Free
and Accepted Masons, Louisville, he was of Baptist faith and an
Army veteran of World War II.
Born Jan. 10, 1923, in Petersburg, Tenn., he was the son of the
late Samuel L. Chesser Sr. and Carolyn Haislip Chesser.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Virginia Seay Chesser, to whom
he was married on April 20, 1946; three daughters, Mrs. Diana McDuffee, Chapel Hill, N.C., Mrs. Linda Yount, Phoenix, Ariz., and Mrs.
Debbie Seay and husband, Rob, Murray; three grandchildren, Laura
McDuffee, Greensboro, N.C., and Ryan Seay and Emily Seay, both of
Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Terry Garvin will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Baptist Church
Building Fund, 203 South Fourth St.. Murray, KY 42071, or Murray
State University Baseball Team, University Station, Murray, KY 42071.

Murray State University's Center for Continuing Education is
sponsoring the community education class "Pizza Making for the
Family."
The class will start at 6 p.m.
March 7 and will meet at Pagliai's Restaurant located at 970 Chestnut St.
Chuck Wynn, owner of Pagliai's Pizza, will teach this fun-forthe-whole-family class, designed
to instruct on the basics of quality pizza making.
The class will cover topics such
as the history of pizza, different
recipes, and hands on training.
Before long, you will be mak-
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Samuel L. Chesser Jr.
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Pick 3:
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Pick 4:
4-3-1-8
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3-7-11-14-25
Lotto:
2-5-6-23-36-40

Pizza-making class offered

FROM PARKER FORD!
1999 Chevrolet
Tahoe IT

1999 Oldsmobile
Intrigue

4 Door, White/Grey Interior,
Full Power with Rear Air,
33,000 Miles.

Leather
Tan
White
with
Interior, Full Power & Air with
Moon Roof, 15,000 Miles.

1998 Nissan
Maxima GLE

1997 Toyota
Avalon XIS

Gold with Leather Interior, Full
Power Seats, Windows, Locks,
13,000 Miles.

Gold, Leather Interior, Power
Seats/Windows/Auto Air with
Moon Roof, 44,000 Miles,

1994 Lexus
300 ES

1997 Oldsmobile
88 LSS

4 Door, Tan with Leather
Interior, Full Power, Air, Moon
Roof, 72,000 Miles.

4 Door, Gold with Tan Leather,
Power Windows, Locks, Seats,
Auto., Air, 21,000 Miles.

1997 GMC Jimmy
4 Wheel Drive

1999 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer 4 Wheel Drive

Black, Grey Interior, Full
Power, Air, Like New, 47,000
Miles.

Spruce Green, Leather Interior,
Fully Loaded,40,000 Miles.

1988 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme

1992 Lexus
300 ES

2 Door, White, Red Interior, 8
Cyl. Rear Wheel Dr., Only 33,000
Miles,

Black with Leather Interior,
Nice, Full Power with Moon
Roof, 72,000 Miles.
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Coed Aveant scheduled

JO'S DATEBOOK

A $500 scholarship will be given
The 17th annual Miss Kentucky
young lady from each age
be
July
to
one
Pageant
will
Coed
American
6 to 9 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel, group.
Lexington.
The,scholarship may be applied
Six age divisions are Coed (18- to the school of choice.
20; Teen (16-17); Jr. Teen (13Cash awards and plaques will
15); Preteen (10-12); Sweetheart also be presented in .several sep(7-9); and Princess (3-6).
arate optional contests such as acaOfficials said no make up will demic achievement, volunteer servallowed for;This 12 and under; ice, talent, photogenic and
contestant must have B average spokesmodel.
or higher to be selected as a state
Winners of each division will
finalist; no swimsuit competition
represent Kentucky at the nationwill be for girls of any age.
program in Orlando. Fla., which
The winner for each age divi- al
a trip for two to Disincludes
sion will receive a cash award of
neyworld.
$1,000, official crown, banner and
Girls interested in applying for
trophy.
year 2000 Miss Kentucky Amerthe
scho:asbased
on
Judging will be
tic achievements, inner beauty. ican Coed Pageant should contact
poise. appearance. and an "Ali- the state director's office at 1409-681-9800
American" spirit for school.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

DONATION MADE - Danny Hudspeth, left, worshipful master of Ruling Star Lodge No. 51, presents a check to Adam
Ellis, treasurer of the Murray High School Black History
Club.

CCMS hosts tourney

Call 753-1916 today with your
weddings, births, engagements and
other society news!

Eightecn

middle

Heath. fourth; Graves County, fifth.
Other schools participating were
Ballard County, Carlisle County,
Fulton city, Fulton County, Hickman County, Lone Oak, Reidland,
St. Mary's, Calloway County, Murray, Crittendon County, North May,shall and South Marshall.
Local students placing in various categories were the following: Composition - Lauren Peal,
tied for second and Brett Brown,
died for third, both of Murray;
General Knowledge - Brett Brown,
third, Murray.
Karon Johnson of Murray was
regional contest manager.

schools gath -

at Calloway County Middle
School Feb. 19 to take part in
ihc First 'Region. Governor's Cup
C'onmetition.
Schools ranking overall in the
final standings were Paducah, first;
Benton, second: Mayfield, third;

ered
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Booming Internet Income!

PINE RIDGE FARMS

Profit by offering Internet Service
in your community

Presents

EMU OIL
PRODUCTS
PURE EMU OIL
•EMU-X PAIN RELIEF ROLL-ON
•PSORIASIS/ECZEMA CREAM
•HAIR CARE PRODUCTS
•FACIAL CREAM
•HAND & BODY LOTION
•100% ALL NATURAL SOAP
•LIP BALM

Excellent Residual Income!
Call Today!

Internet Access

John & Oneida
White

Line Road E.
Hazel, KY

State

(270)492-8586
100% MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEE!

• Program Information •
•
Call 753-3314
•
••••••••••••••

offer code#G1-0464-1009-0000

Open house today at scout museum
National Scouting Museum will celebrate the opening of the
15th season with an Chamber of Commerce Business After Hours
open house today (Thursday) from 4:30 to 6 p.m. Featured will be
free food, free door prizes and free entertainment by Murray High
School Jazz Band. Radio Station WKYQ will broadcast live from
the museum breezeway and provide many door prizes. Guided tours
will be from 4:45 to 5 p.m.

4-H leaders will meet
Calloway County 4-H Leaders Council will meet today (Thursday) at 3:30 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center.
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Prayer hour on Friday
The community prayer hour will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Greater
Hope Missionary Baptist Church, 711 South Fourth St., Murray.

Mattel and Murray Family YMCA will sponsor the second annual Mattel Kid's Fair in Murray on March 24 and 25 at Murray
State University Regional Special Events Center. On March 24,
Kid's Fair will include field trips for kids from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
and open to the general public from 3 to 8 p.m. On March 25
the event will be from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Featured will be activities and prizes for all ages, games, and a learning center with a
ball pit for toddlers. For information call the YMCA at 7959YMCA.

Youth baseball sign-ups now
Youth baseball sign-ups for players, 5 to 16, will be today
through Saturday at the tent on the Wal-Mart Supercenter parking
lot from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. today and Friday and from 9 a.m. to
2 p.m. Saturday. Entry fees are $35 per player in the tee-ball and
park leagues and $40 per played from mustang league on up
through the colt league. Financial aid is available. Late sign-ups
will be at Murray-Calloway County Park office. For information
call David Taylor at 753-9251.

Laker 2000 yearbooks taking orders
Orders for Laker 2000 yearbooks of Calloway County High
School are now being taken through next Tuesday. The cost will
be one payment of $18 or two payments of $10 each for a total
of $20. Persons should only buy yearbooks from the yearbook staff
or Glenn Leckie. adviser.

Benefit concert Saturday

1%14:D114'
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Mattel Kid's Fair planned

•Reindeer Games •
•R - 1:25 - 3:30 - 7:25 - 9:30 •
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•The Whole Nine Yards •
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We will make your company or school an ISP.
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•
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•
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•
•Snow Day
•
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•
Partner Program
•
•
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•
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•
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•
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•Scream 3
•
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Internet Access
•
•R - 1:15 - 3:40 - 7:15 - 9:41.
•
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1-888-291-6221

Today is a special day for the children in the city and county elementary schools. It is a day being celebrated in honor of
Dr. Seuss' birthday. A breakfast of green eggs and ham, toast
and fruit juice was served in the schools' lunchrooms. Books
have been collected to give to the children.
This is also in celebration of "Read Across America" project.
Tonight (Thursday) at 6 p.m. Sandy Linn, youth services
librarian at the Calloway County Public Library, will host a
pajama party for preschools through Grade 5 at the library.
Sandy said "wear your pajamas, hear some good stories, have
some good fun, and enjoy birthday cake and punch."
On a personal note, this is the third year I have had the
privilege of reading a story book to a class at Murray Elementary. This year it was Mona Bolin's P1 and' P2 class. It is
such a joy to see the faces of these children. They were very
attentive and it was a real privilege to have this opportunity
to be with the young children.

jloya • Wedgewood

A Christian/Gospel Music Benefit Concert featuring Calvary Connection of Paducah, Keith Johnson of Benton, Gloryland Way of
Puryear, Tenn., and Victory Way of Buma will be Saturday from
7 to 10 p.m. in Murray State University Curris Center ballroom.
Funds from the general admission of $5 each with children, 12
and under free, will go toward the American Cancer Society and
MSU Food Service Relay for Life Team. A chili/hot dog supper
will be in the second floor t-room from 5 to 7 p.m. Tickets will
be available at the door. For information call Becky at 762-4600
or 759-8698 or Keith at 762-6931 or 489-2510.

VITA provides tax advice
Free help is available through VITA, Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance program, sponsored by Murray State University Accounting Department and Beta Alpha Psi. Help with basic income tax
returns for 2000 will be offered to students, senior citizens and
low income tax payers on March 3, 24, 31, and April 7,14 from
noon to 4 p.m. in the business building, Room 353 by volunteers
training by the Internal Revenue Service. For information call 7624193.
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Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE DO!

Over 34 Years Experience,

Visit Our Showroom Today

Bridal Registry, Bridal & Prom Formal Wear and Gift Shop
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Carter to be honored by ASME
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CHESS TOURNAMENT - Pictured are students from Southwest Elementary School that participated in the Kentucky
Quad A Chess Tournament here.

Southwest Elementary School
participates in chess tournament
Joseph Kelly and Cyndy Reed
Southwest Elementary School
chessparticipated
in the primary diviparticipated in its first ever
tournament on Feb. 12 in the Ken- sion and won second place overtucky Quad A Regional Chess all.
Tournament at Murray State UniReed also placed sixth individversity.
ual overall and Kelly placed fourth.
Leah Hall and Ashley Jackson
The team is coached by Joetparticipated in the elementary divita Kelly.
sion.

John Mack Carter, longtime editor-in-chief of Good Housekeeping and director of magazine development for The Hearst Corporation, will be inducted into the
American Society of Magazine Editors' (ASME) Hall of Fame.
The announcement was made
recently by Jacqueline Leo, ASME
president and editor-in-chief, Interactive Services, Meredith Corporation. Carter will be honored during the 2000 National Magazine
Awards luncheon May 3 at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York
City.
"John Mack has spent the better part of his life editing, developing and enriching some of the
most influential magazines in the
country. He has changed not only
the way Americans think of magazines, but the way we think of
ourselves," said Leo. "Moreover,
he set standards of excellence that
today's magazine editors strive to
emulate."
Carter came to Hearst from
American Home Publishing Company, where he served as chairman and editor-in-chief of American Home magazine. He is the
only person in publishing history
who has been the chief editor of
three of America's most influential women's magazines — Good
Housekeeping, Ladies' Home Journal and McCall's.
The combined readership of the

magazines formerly edited by Carter
is more than 50 million.
Carter was most recently president of Hearst Magazines Enterprises. This subsidiary of Hearst
Magazines was established in order
to develop new magazine ventures
both inside and outside of Hearst.
Previously, he was editor-in-chief
of Good Housekeeping since 1975.
He was named to the additional
post of director of magazine development for Hearst in October 1979.
Under his aegis, Country Living,
Country Living Gardener, Country Living's Healthy Living, Mr.
Food's Easy Cooking, Rebecca's
Garden, Victoria and SmartMoney
magazines were created.
In addition to his editorial and
administrative responsibilities at
Hearst, Carter contributed a monthly column on the magazine industry, "The Magazine Life," to
Adweek for nine years. He also
hosted the cable television program "Good Housekeeping's Better Way," which in 1984 received
a Cable ACE nomination in the
Outstanding Documentary Program
category.
A former president of ASME,
Carter is the recipient of numerous awards, including the Magazine Publishers of America's Henry
Johnson Fisher Award for lifetime
achievement in publishing in 1990.
He was also the recipient of
the University of Missouri Honor
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MSU bands to present concert
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Thc Murray State Symphonic
Band and Jazz Band 2 will present a concert at Lovelt Auditorium 'March 8 at 8 p.m.
The bands are under the direction of John Fannin and Catherine Krizan.
The program will include many
standard concert works. Symphonic
Band will open its program with
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the exciting "Pas Redouble."
The band will next perform "Ye
Banks and Braes o' Bonnie Doon"
and "Hymn for Band."
These are beautiful ballads and
give the band a chance to explore
rich harmonies and masterful
melodic development.
Symphonic Band will close the

program with a new composition
by conductor John Fannin. "New
Mexico Fantasy," a musical impression of New Mexico, paints a picture of the history of New Mexico from the beginning of time to
the atomic blast at the trinity site.
Jazz Band 2 will perform many
jazz standards such as "Mack the

Award for Distinguished Service
in Journalism in 1970.
He was named "Publisher of
the Year" by Brandeis University
in 1977 and, in 1978, national
"Headliner of the Year" by Women
in Communications, Inc.
In 1985, The National Woman's ,
Political Caucus honoced Carter as
one of the 10 "Good Guys" for
his commitment to the goals of
fill equality for women. During
his tenure at Good Housekeeping,

Knife," "Come Rain or Come
Shine," "Tribute to Miles" and
"Blue Rondo Ala Turk."
"This concert will be a musical Smorgasbord, a little something for everybody," said director John Fannin.
The program is open to the
public and admission is free.

Get Shelter's
broad protection
for your
mobile home

SHELTER MOBILE HOMEOWNERS POLICY
Find our how much protection you can provide for
your mobile home, out buildings, personal property,
additional living expense, and liability. Stop by or
call for more information.

We'll always
be there for you.
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St. • Murray
759-1(33 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
Shelter Insurance Cos., Home Office. 1817 W. Broadway, Columbia. NI() 65218

MURRAY

A woman's

SEARS
SUPER SATURDAY SALE

work.„

Sometimes I think a woman spends
her whole life taking care of others.

ALL TRACTORS ON SALE

been in the hospital. I feel
like I've been living for two people.

Since Jim's

2nd Truckload
Just Arrived!
Great Selections!
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FINANCING

that he's cornins home, I'm soins
to set some help. When they asked me
who I wanted to supply the hospital bed
and respiratory equipment.
I said,
Now

TIL SEPT. 2000
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"Holland Medical':

MURRAY
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free: 1.800-2274125

PADUCAH

ONE DAY ONLY! Saturday, March 4
ET

the magazine won two National
Magazine Awards, one in 1989
and another in 1993.
ASME's Hall of Fame Award
was created in 1996 to celebrate
the career-long records of excellence, creativity and impact of a
select group of highly influential
magazine journalists.
Carter is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. W.Z. Carter of Murray, His sister, Carolyn Reagan,
lives in Murray.

SUPER SATURDAY
All Home Appliances, Audio & Video On Sale!
PLUS

ZEIRIP/0

FINANCING

1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270-442.6311
Toll Free: 1.800.223-4947
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I'm still takins care of him, but at least,
for the kind of help I need at home,
all I have to do is say,

"Holland"

• II

Accredited by the
Joint Commission (fli
the Accreditation of
Healthcare
Or

•
'1

•

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

Until January 2001 On All Home Appliances, Audio & Video Over S399 When You Use Your Sears Card

Owned & Operated By: Opal Hart • Bel-Air Center Murray •PH: 753-2310
HRS Mon-Sat.9-6 • Sun 12-5

Holland Medical is accredited, and has
'round the clock service, so I don't have to
feel that I'm in this by myself

Holland Medical Equipment
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Lady Tigers earn
region berth 52-42
•Murray eliminates
Lady Lakers in tourney
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
Three things propelled the Murray High girls'
basketball team during the 1999-2000 campaign:
the savvy leadership-by-example of senior point
guard Lindsay Lawson, an ability to score points
in bunches and a deep. talented frontline that
produces a different hero every night.
Wednesday's 52-42 win over Calloway County at MHS was no different as the Lady Tigers
(23-5) clinched a First Region Tournament berth
and a spot in the Fourth District Tournament
championship game versus fifth-ranked Marshall County Friday at 7:30 p.m. at the Regional Special Events Center.
Lawson made 10-of-14 free throws - on her
way to a game-high 23 points - and reserve
forward Tara King provided 15 .points on 7-of11 shooting and 10 rebounds as Murray ended
the Lady Lakers' season at 14-13.
Freed-Hardeman. signee Tiffany Lassiter led
Calloway with 19 points and four rebounds in
her final high school game, but foul trouble
forced the senior center to the bench.
"Tiffany getting in foul trouble was the
biggest change in the game," said Lady Laker

head coach Scott Sivills. "I had to sit her for
eight or 10 minutes, and (Murray) got some
easy shots.
• "But hats off to (Murray); they made_ the
big plays when they had to and made their
free throws down the stretch. They can contend for the region (title)."
CCHS trailed 22-18 on Lassiter's foul shots
with 3:16 left in the second quarter, but King's
putback 32 seconds later drew Lassiter's third
foul.
• After Whitney Ray, Ashley Tripp and King
crashed the offensive boards following a missed
free throw. King put the Lady Tigers up eight
with a stickback and then added another basket at the 1:07 mark on a feed from Ashley
Dunn to give the home team a 28-18 halftime
edge.
The Lady Lakers went on a 7-0 run in the
first 2:38 after intermission, but Murray pushed
the lead back to eight when Lassiter picked up
her fourth foul with 3:41 to go in the third
period.
After pulling within three with that initial
spurt, Calloway did not score its next seven
points until Lassiter dropped in a deuce with
3:08 remaining.
Another Lassiter bucket trimmed the margin

II See Page 9

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger 8. Times photo

Starks (25) and
THE CHASE...Calloway's Felicia Prescott dribbles away from Murray High's Misty
victory Wednesday
Lindsay Lawson (11) during the Lady Tigers' 52-42 Fourth District tournament
Marshall
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Cyclones
capture Big
12 crown

Salukis 'slam'
'Breds 26-10
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Southern Illinois used a pair of
grand slams to power past the
Murray State Thoroughbreds 2610 Wednesday afterntn at Reagan Field.
Senior catcher Justin Varitek
staked Murray State (1-9) to 2-0
lead with a two-run home run in
the first inning. It was 3-1 after
two innings when leftfielder Jamiko
Sands blasted a leadoff triple and
scored on a sacrifice fly from third
baseman Preston Weatherly.
However, the Salukis (6-2) took
control of the contest with 12 runs
in the third inning.
Designated hitter Andy Cenkush.
who went 4-for-5 with eight RBI,
started the onslaught with two-run
double. The big blow came on a
grand slam from Jeff Stanek.
Chris Johnson smacked an RBI
triple in a three-run eighth inning
and Josh Ridgway connected for

a two-run homer in the ninth for
Murray's offense. Ridgway led the
'Breds at the plate with a 3-for5 performance And three RBI.
Varitek also drove in three runs.
S1U scored four runs in the
fourth inning, two more in the
sixth and seven in the ninth for
the big win.
Stanek was 2-for-4 with seven
RBI while centerfielder Scott Boyd
followed with a 3-for-5 performance, knocking in four runs.
Brendon Fort (1-1) picked up
the pitching win for the Salukis.
allowing three earned runs on six
hits and striking out three in five
innings of work.
Shawn Tomes (0-1) took the
mound loss for MSU, allowing
five earned runs on four hits in
2-1/3 innings pitched.
The 'Breds return to action Saturday, hosting Big Ten foe Indiana in a doubleheader beginning
at noon.

MIKE OHST ROM Ledger & Times photo

TAG, YOU'RE IT... Murray State first baseman Brett McCutchan puts the tag on Southern Illinois' Jason Rainey during the Breds' 26-10 loss to the Salukis Wednesday at Reagan Field.
MSU is five games through an 11-game homestand, continuing Saturday versus Indiana.

beginning his rehabilitation.
"Is it good news? Definitely,
yes," said Syd Thrift, the Orioles'
vice president of baseball operations. "I suspected it had something to do with particles. Sometimes they get lodged and it locks
the elbow."
Also Wednesday, Yankees slugger Darryl Strawberry checked into
drug rehab two days after he was
suspended for testing positive for
cocaine.
The biggest news of the day
was arbitrator Shyam Das' decision to cut Rocker's suspension
for disparaging foreigners, homosexuals and minorities in a magazine interview. The penalty was
cut in half to 14 days and his
fine was reduced from $20000 to
$500.
Rocker, expected to address
teammates today in Kissimmee,

II See Page 9

REDUCED SENTENCE.. Atlanta Braves closer John Rocker
had his suspension reduced from 28 to 14 games and a
$20000 fine cut to S500 by an arbitrator.

Pro Bowl guard McDaniel signs with Bucs
TAMPA. Ha.(API The Tampa the 35-year -old McDaniel said.
Bay Buccaneers' offensive line is "That's a good feeling to ha‘e
getting a Minnesota Vikings look. At this age. I didn't know I could
Randall McDaniel. an II -time still feel that way"
Released by Minnesota in a
Pro Bowl selection, joined former
Vikings teammate Jeff Christy on salary cap move on Feb. 10,
the Hues' revamped offensive line McDaniel said he was fulfilling a
Wednesday. signing a three-year desire to stay with a Super Bowl
contract worth more than $6 mil- contender and work under coach
lion. The deal included a signing Tony Dungy. a one-time Vikings
assistant
bonus of about $2 million.
With the Rues. McDaniel will
"I'm anxious to start fresh again.
reunited with Christy, the twobe
again,"
over
all
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Carter nails
buzzer-beater
in Toronto win

Erickson out;
Rocker back
By The Associated Press
While the Baltimore Orioles
need to find a new starting pitcher. the Atlanta Braves won't have
to wait as long to get back their
closer.
On a day when John Rocker's
reduced suspension dominated talk
around spring training, the Orioles found out Wednesday that
starter Scott Erickson would miss
6-8 weeks with bone chips in his
right elbow.
"Hopefully, this won't affect the
rest of the starters too much," ace
Mike Mussina said. "We can't
pitch on his day. We can only do
what we can as individuals. We
can't do any more than what our,
jobs are."
Erickson will have surgery Friday and return to Fort Lauderdale,
Ha., during the weekend. He will
remain inactive for 7-10 days to
allo‘k swelling to subside before

By The Associated Press
The last time Iowa State won
a conference title, the league was
known as the Big Six. The membership has doubled in the last
55 years, and finally, the Cyclones
will at least share another crown.
Not bad for a team that finished 15-15 last season.
"It's really one of the stories
of the decade," Iowa State coach
Larry Eustachy said Wednesday
night after the 10th-ranked
Cyclones beat Texas Tech 87-79
to clinch at least a tie for the
Big 12 title. "I don't know that
people understand all that this group
has done.
"It's quite a feat for a team
that was struggling all of last season."
Iowa State (25-4, 13-2), which
holds a one-game lead over Texas
and Oklahoma State, can win the
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time Pro Bowl center who signed
a five-year. $17.5 million deal with
the Hues on Feb. IS.
Both players said they wanted
to continue to play in the NFC
Central, where they are familiar
with Tampa Bay's division rivals.
They added that Dungy's presence
weighed heavily in their decisions
to not listen to offers from other
teams.
"If Tony wasn't down here. I
don't think this would have es er

happened," McDaniel said. "I know
what Tony has done. 1 know him
from Minnesota and knew when
he left to come down here that
he would do a great job."
Improving the offensive line has
been general manager Rich
McKay's top priority since the
start of the free-agent signing period.
The addition of McDaniel and
Christy assures at least two new
starters in 20(X)

By The Associated Press
Add another reel to the Vince
Carter highlight archive, and add
another victory to the Los Angeles Lakers' winning streak, now
at 13 following a defeat of Vancouver.
Carter hit a gamc-winning 3pointer while he wak falling out
of bounds at the buzzer, giving
the Torono Raptors a 96-94 victory over the Boston Celtics on
Wednesday night.
The Lakers, meanwhile, used a
flurry of 3-pointers at the end of
the third quarter to lead them to
their 13th straight win, 103-91
over the Grizzlies.
The moment of the night, however, belonged to Carter.
"I've ncser played with anyone who puts on a show like
Vince. He gets the job done," said
Raptors guard Tracy McGrady, who
had 18 points and 11 rebounds
and found Carter on an inbounds
pass with 3.2 seconds left to set
up the game-winner.
"I'm used to it," McGrady said.
"After seeing the 51-point performance (on Sunday), nothing is
going to surprise me about him.
Nothing."
In other NBA games, Utah
trounced Detroit 107-94, Washington defeated Atlanta 102-83 and
New Jersey downed Denver 9481
Caner scored 16 of his 28
points in the first half, but then

struggled, shooting lust 3-of-I2 in
the second half before the final shot.
He took the pass from McGrady
on the right side of the basket,
dribbled once with his left hand,
went between his legs and dribbled once more with his right
before shooting while falling backward.
The game-winner sent his teammates into a frenzied celebration
and even drew cheers from the
Boston fans.
"When I caught the ball, I
looked at the clock and just tried
to get the best shot," Caner said.
"The only thing I realized was
the time on the clock and what I
needed to do to get the ball in
the basket."
Carter won the NBA slam-dunk
contest on All-Star weekend, and
on Sunday scored 51 points in a
103-102 victory over Phoenix —
the most in the NBA this season.
—This is sweeter," he said. "It's
fine to accomplish new things, but
this feels good."
Lakers 103, Grizzlies 91
At Los Angeles, Kobe Bryant
had 27 points and Shaquille O'Neal
added 25. O'Neal, who fouled out
with 2:43 left and the Lakers ahead
95-86, also had 17 rebounds, five
assists and five blocks.
The Grizzlies, who have beaten the Lakers only once in the
18 games the teams have played,

II See Page 9
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From Page 8
Fla., originally was suspended for
all 45 days of spring training and
the first 28 days of the regular
season by commissioner Bud Selig.
"He can issue all the apologies
he wants. That's the easy thing
to do," Braves pitcher Tom Glavine
said. "But we'll see if he means
it by how he acts every day after
that."
Strawberry, suspended Monday
for one year for testing positive
for cocaine, checked into a drug
rehab center Wednesday for the
third time in 10 years.
"My goal is to take control of
my drug addiction once and for
all, and I believe this step is required
in order to do so," Strawberry
said in a statement.
Elsewhere in spring training,
the Braves said Chipper Jones has

OVC tickets available; tournament plans set
Murray State basketball tans will be able to pick up or purchase tickets
for this weekend's 2000 Nautica Footwear Ohio Valley Conference Men's and
Women's Basketball Tournament games today and Friday, according to MSU
athletic director E.W. Dennison
Fans who have already purchased tickets may pick them up at the
Regional Special Events Center lower lobby located at the circle drive today
from 1-6 p.m. and Friday from 8 a.m. to noon. Tickets may also be purchased during those times. A tournament book for all games is $40 while
single-session tickets are $22.
The Lady Racers take on Tennessee Tech Saturday at 11 a.m. and the
Racers face Eastern Illinois at 5 p.m. at the Gaylord Entertainment Center
in Nashville, Tenn. The men's championship game. to be televised on ESPN,
will be played Sunday at 1 -30 p.m., with the women's final, which will be
broadcast on Fox Sports Net, to follow at 5 p.m
Meanwhile, MSU's pre-tournament activities will begin Saturday at 930
am at the Sheraton Hotel (formerly the Crown Plaza) when fans gather with
the Racer pep band and cheerleaders to send off the Lady Racers The
Regal Maxwell House will be the site for an MSU alumni gathering at 2
p.m. and the Racer send-off at 3:30 p.m.
For more information, contact the MSU athletic office at 762-6800

Burgdoff, Lavender win bowling tournament
Joe Burgdoff and William Lavender rolled a team score of 1,302 over
three games to win the Ruling Star Lodge Youth-Adult Bowling Tournament
Jan. 29 at Corvette Lanes in Murray. The victorious duo also captured first
place for high game with a 465.
Jesse and Jessica Darnell bowled a 435 game and a 1,263 total to finish second in both competitions, while Deborah and Jeffrey Boyle rolled a
1,245 total and Larry Buchanan and Daniel Burgdoff scored a 430 game to
claim their respective third-place trophies.
With their efforts, Joe Burgdotf and Jesse Darnell both qualified for the
upcoming Spenser Blair SAC Bowling Tournament in Paducah, while Lavender and Jessica Darnell also earned free entries to this spring's State Youth
Bowling Tournament, also in Paducah.

From Page 8

Youth baseball signups for players ages 5-16 will be held today-Saturday
at the tent in the Wal-Mart Supercenter parking lot. The tent will be set up
from 3:30-630 p.m. today and Friday and from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday.
Entry fees are $35 per player in the Tee-ball and Park leagues and $40
per player from the Mustang League on up through the Colt League. Financial aid is available.
Late signups will be taken at the Murray-Calloway County Park office on
Payne Street. For more information, contact David Taylor at 753-9251.
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a bone chip in his right elbow,
Pittsburgh catcher Jason Kendall
is set to return from his gruesome
ankle injury and Orlando Hernandez resumed workouts for the Yankees.
Atlanta hopes Jones can wail
until after the season to have a
bone spur removed from his right
elbow. The injury, which was
caused by strain from the repetition of throwing, is fairly common, said team orthopedist Joe
Chandler.
Jones, the NL MVP, said he
has little pain from the injury —
except at night — and is treating
it with anti-inflammatory drugs.
"It hasn't bothered me that
much," he said. "It just bothers
me when I get in front swinging
left-handed."
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SPORTS BRIEFS

Lady Tigers 52
to 43-34 with 2:30 to go.
Lady Lakers 42
Even though Lassiter nailed two Calloway County
12 18 27 - 42
3-pointers in the final minute. Murray
16 28 34 - 52
CCHS never got closer than 10 Calloway (42) -- Thomas 4, Pigg 1,
the rest of the way as Lawson
Lassiter 19, Prescott 2, Morton 9,
Ragsdale 5, Mi. Rogers, Me. Rogers,
drained 8-of-10 attempts from the
Macha, Cunningham. FG: 15-50. 3foul line and King added another
point FG: 6-14 (Morton 3, Lassiter 2,
putback in the final 2:42.
Ragsdale). FT: 6-10. Rebounds: 16.
Lady Tiger head coach Rechelle
Record: 14-13.
Cadwell thought her troops could
Murray (52) -- Alexander 4, Dunn 3,
have opened it up in the third
Ray 4, Lawson 23, Starks 3, Tripp, King
quarter with Lassiter on the bench. 15, Thompson, D. Olive, K. Olive.
but a 35-16 rebounding margin
Trenholm, As. Hood. FG: 19-56. 3-point
FG: 2-13 (Lawson, Dunn). FT: 12-20.
helped return Murray to the regionRebounds: 35. Record: 23-5.
al tournament after a one-year
absence (the Lady Lakers knocked
for the Lady Lakers while Jenni
MHS out in last year's district
Pigg and Felicia Prescott comsemifinals).
bined for seven assists. Ray grabbed
"I felt we sped up instead of
10 rebounds and Lawson seized five
slowing down in the third quarter. But even though we didn't „boards for the Lady Tigers.
Murray and Calloway renew
execute like I hoped we would,
their
rivalry today when the boys'
I'm very proud of the girls," Cadteams battle for postseason surwell said after her squad's third
vival in their district semifinal
win of the year over Calloway.
showdown at 7 p.m. at the MHS
"We played well in spurts; Tara
gym. The winner faces Marshall
was all over the place, on the
in Friday's 6 p.m. district final at
boards and ,on defense, and LindRSEC.
say took care of us at the end.
Now we just have to get ready
for Marshall."
Raegan Morton scored all nine
of her points from 3-point range

league outright with a victory over
Baylor on Saturday.
"We don't want to share it,"
Cyclones guard Stevie Johnson said
of the school's first title since winning the Big Six in 1945.
In other games involving ranked
teams Wednesday, it was No. 4
Duke 92, Clemson 78; No. 6 Ohio
State 79, Penn State 73; No. 8
Florida 87, South Carolina 67; No.
9 Syracuse 73, Notre Dame 71;
No. 11 Tennessee 73, Arkansas
66; No. 12 LSU 55, No. 19 Auburn
53; No. 13 Oklahoma State 96,
Colorado 60; No. 17 Maryland 85,
Florida State 70; and No. 21 Oklahoma 77, Texas A&M 59.
Marcus Fizer had 35 points for
the Cyclones, who trailed 64-61,
then went on an 11-0 run.

.
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Sponsored By:
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Lindy Suiter

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

were up 66-65 when O'Neal drew
his fifth foul late in the third quarter.
But consecutive 3-pointers by
Brian Shaw, Robert Horry, Rick Fox
and Bryant put Los Angeles up
77-69 heading into the final quarter, and the Lakers remained comfortably in front.
"I wouldn't say it was a letdown, but we're probably never
going to get up for Vancouver like
we get up for Portland, New York
and Indiana," O'Neal said. "That's
just human nature."
Jazz 107, Pistons 94
Karl Malone scored 31 points,
including 14 in the third quarter,
in Utah's victory at Detroit.
Malone, who left the game for

Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?

Lifeliner STE

fa,
American Wart lip
Avaiciation
0,e4.5.•

(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•6 Yr. Limited Warranty
•24-Month Free Replacement
•24-Hour Roadside Assistance
•Smooth. Quiet Ride

.kg
Stage Auk,
awns=

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENTS
MEN'S BRACKET
First Round
Tuesday, Feb. 29
At Campus Sites
SE Missouri 75, Tennessee-Martin 74
Eastern Illinois 107, Austin Peay 100, 20T
Murray State 83, Tennessee State 58
Middle Tennessee 87, Tennessee Tech 70
At Gaylord Entertainment Center
Nashville, Tenn_
Semifinals
Saturday, March 4
Murray State vs Eastern Illinois, 5 pm
Middle Tenn vs SE Missouri. 7-30 ID rr,
Championship Game
Sunday, March 5
Semifinal winners, 1'30 p m (ESPN1

WOMEN'S BRACKET
First Round
Tuesday, Feb. 29
At Campus Sites
Murray State 67. Eastern Kentucky 61
Tennessee Tech 68, Eastern Illinois 48
Middle Tenn 76, SE Missouri 57
Austin Peay 90, Tennessee Martin 60
At Gaylord Entertainment Center
Nashville. Tenn
Semifinals
Saturday, March 4
Tennessee Tech vs Murray State. II a.m
Middle Tenn vs Austin Peay, 130 p.m
Championship Game
Sunday, March 5
Semifinal winners, 5 p.m. (Fox Sports Net)

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916

Michael Nurse hit a 3-pointer
with 6:35 to play to tie the game
64-64, and Iowa State took the
lead for good on an inside basket by Steve Johnson with 6:06
left. Fizer's tip-in with 4:50 capped
the run and gave the Cyclones
their biggest lead, 72-64.
James Ware's 3-pointer with 2:16
left brought the Red Raiders (1214, 3-12) to 76-73, but Fizer and
Johnson both scored to make it
80-73.
Iowa State made seven free
throws over the final 30 seconds
to seal the win and a part of the
Big 12 title.
"It feels really good," Fizer
said. "I haven't really sat down
and thought about it and celebrated it too much because it's
not over. It's not outright."

With payments as low as

• Carter
From Page 8

PAGE 9

a month.*
good with the Jazz ahead by 18
in the opening seconds of the fourth,
added 13 rebounds and six assists.
"It's not like we are the only
team he scores against," Pistons
coach Alvin Gentry said."He's been
doing that to the whole league for
15 years now. When he's shooting like that, it's impossible to
stop him."

For a limited time simply purchase any new Yamaha ATV and get payments as low as
$69 a month for two years But hurry - offer ends March 31, 2000
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TOWN & COUNTRY YAMAHA
1915 STATE AT 94 E
MURRAY, KY 42071
(270) 753-8078

Armen Gilliam addcd 19 points
and nine rebounds for Utah, while
John Stockton had 11 points and
seven assists.

GOLF CARTS OS

NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

A stroke can
be a mindblowing thing

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111
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Sale Items Cash & Carry
Sale Prices Good Thru 3/8/00

YERS umber Co.

500 South 4th • Murray • 270-753-6450
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Economy Studs
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GAF Sentinel
20 year
Roofing Shingles

•.r:

• Electric & Gas Carts
• Farm & Garden use
• Service all brands

$738
Bundle

Weyerhaeuser
D-4 White
Vinyl Siding

1/4" 4x8
Waferboard

$3588

99

$6

759-0850

Open:
Mon. -Fri. 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 8a.m.-noon

2 1/2 mile South of Murray on 641

3475 Hwy 641 South
Murray, KY

Sheet

See Us First For Vinyl Replacement Windows —
Ask Us About Installation.
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210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Rentals
320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent

Legal
Notice

Leval
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
An ordinance amending the 1999-2000 Fiscal
Year Calloway County budget to include
unanticipated receipts from Title V Juvenile
Prevention Grant in the amount of
$50,721.00 and increasing expenditures in
the area of Services to Children az. Youth was
adopted by the Calloway County Fiscal Court
on February 11, 2000. A copy of the adopted
ordinance with full text is available for public inspection at the Office of the County
Judge/Executive during normal business
hours.

Notice

Notice

1 x 2 ad
S7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
S14 00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thrti Age 84
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care With
Medicare's new guideiines for confinement.
Nursing Home Insurance
is more important than
ever
For free
information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance. Inc.
753-4199
-iree KKA cia,rn seryce"

VARCH MADNESS
WEND!CANS
$0.34
STATE LINE METALS

Just give us a call. well
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times

Innovative Printing
753-8802

YARD SALES

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below are a few
monthly preferred rates at different ages for
$4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES
age 50
age 55
age 60
age 65
age 70
age 75

MALE
$9 84
$12.24
$1412
$2064
$27 96
$37 76

FEMALE
$8 40
$10.04
$1248
$1476
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY. KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1-4100-455-4199

480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
560 Free Column
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Call 753-1916

Help Wanted
AMAZINGLY SO Down
Hershey rte Inc. in your
town Earn $48K+ work 5
hours No selling. Call
1-888-434-5330, 24hrs.

Soap Box Derby
Rotary Club of
Murray, Kentucky
June 2-3, 2000
Fell me about the All-American Soap Box Derby
The All-American Soap Box Derby is a family event designed for boys and
girls ages 9-16, where they learn:
•to complete a project
•to compete fairly
•good sportsmanship
And have fun! Winners of All-American sanctioned local races compete in the
Nationals held in Akron. Ohio during August of each year (since 1936). Once
a racer wins a local race in a division. s/he may no longer race in that division
hut must go on to the next higher division. Racers may also earn enough points
to go to the-Nationals by competing in different local races around the country. The Murray Derby is an All-American sanctioned local race, and entry fee
will be $25.

INEXPERIDRIVERENCED?- Learn to be an
OTR professional from a
top carrier Great pay,
benefits
executive-style
and conventional equipment Call today! U S
Xpress, 888-936-3338

11010 ore
oc Foaf
.45PACC
P LO
'

Mrs. Ann
,
Reader & Advisor 42
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
4"a '-ess Ma-Age
gyeal..re
'Bnng Your Problems tc Me—1 will Help Health Matters Depress,. r
*Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Bring Ad In For Discount
208 S 12th Street
Murray. Ky 42071

CONVENANT
DRIVER
$1,000
TRANSPORTsign-on bonus for Exp
company drivers 800-4414394 Owner-Operators,
call 888-667-3729 Bud
Meyer
Lines
Truck
Refrigerated Hauling, Call
toll free 877-283-6393 solo
drivers and contractors
DRIVER Home Every
Weekend. 97% no touch.
Company exp start up to
33c a mile (Includes .03
bonus). Free insurances.
401K retirement. Owner
Operator- 82c a mile (LIE)
(Includes .02 bonus). Paid
liability/ Cargo Inc. Paid
fuel taxes. Optional insurances available. Paid toll/
scale receipts. Qualify for
orientation in 2 hours.
EPES Transport
800-948-6766.
www.epestranportcom
DRIVER/ Inexp'd... Earn
up to $35,000 the first
year! Tuition reimbursement available.
800-237-4642.
DRIVER Attention- Start
Now! If you love driving,
benefit& $55- OTR experience truck school grads.
and free CDL training! 888342-5658 now!

DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages! Boyd
Bros 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377) EOE

DRIVERS. OVER THE
ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience Start 30c- 33c a
miles + benefits Call 800444-6648. $1250 Sign-on
_Bonlic
DRIVERS, OWNER
OPERATORS- No escrow,
base plate free, equipment
Tell me about the cars
insurance, home week['here are 3 divisions of cars: Stock. Super Stock and Masters. The Murray
ends. 2500-3000 miles per
Derby will feature Stock and Super Stock divisions, and kits for the cars can
week, planned back hauls
he purchased from the Murray Rotary Club. Sponsorship packages at most le.
L&N Transportation, Inc
els will include car'., and these sponsors will need drivers for their cars.
800-632-4332 Louisville,
KY
Please Note: Combined weight of driver and car MUST NOT exceed 200
DRIVERS. Wanna- B- Apounds.
Trucker? Get paid weekly
while you train. earn $800
• Stock Cars
or more per week+ great
*For racers ages 9-16 (August 1 is the age determining day)
benefits, company paid
•Kit is $435' incl. shipping & tax
training, job ready in 15
"Car decoration is limited to decals only - no painting
days, call us to go to work!
•Building time is 441 hours
800-995-5832, Exp'd drivers call 800-958-2353
• Super Stock Cars
•For racers ages 10- 16 (August I is the age determining day)
DRIVERS/ OTR- Regional
drivers needed- Star trans•Kit is S470" incl. shipping & tax
DRIVERS AND OWNER/
Inc. is hiring experi"Car decoration is not limited and may be very elaborate
Needed port,
OPERATORSenced drivers, no experi"Larger cockpit opening and a larger weight limit
with flatbed experience to
ence we will train Full
run the Southeast. Home
(construction
clinics
Three
(:ar kits contain all parts needed to build a car.
company benefits, excelweekends. Terminal pay.
lent home time, great
workshops) will be held in Murray dunng the Spring of 2000 to help racers and
Great benefit package. Call
miles Call us today at 800their families build their cars. Racers may race a car every year they are eligiWelborn Transport, 800548-6082 ext 805 800ble. Cars may also be "passed down" to younger siblings, but cars must be
828-6452 ext. SCO2.
974-4262
taken apart and assembled by each subsequent racer.
DRIVERS. HOME EVERY
DRIVERS Inexperienced
Company
WEEKENDtraining available North
drivers, start .32c a mile
060
060
American Van lines has
060
(Includes .03 bonus). Free
tractor trailer 48- state
Wanted
Help
Wanted
Help
Lost and Found
beneExcellent
insurance.
hauling opportunities for
fits. Owner operators .82C
owner/ operators/ tempo$100. REWARD!!
ARE You Connected
a mile ( Includes 02C
rary company drivers Call
EARN WHILE YOU
For return of small white
Internet users wanted
bonus). Paid fuel taxes and
Dept
1-800-348-2147,
LEARN AN EXCITING
female dog Hair recently
$350- S800/ week
tolls Insurances available.
KYS
NEW CAREER
cut short Weighs 16lbs
EPES Transport 800-9481-888-838-0750
Excellent Pay,
TOYS
&
FRIENDLY
Strayed or stolen from pen
www career-4u-now corn
6766
Great Benefits'
GIFTS- Has openings for
between Irvin Cobb Resort
ASE certified technician,
DRIVERS, OTR Are you
Money for College,
party demonstrators &
& Old Faxon Community
fully booked shop-due to
Get it all and more
getting 33-1/2 per mile for
managers! Home decor,
436-5068
while you work for
experiOTR
our focus on customer satone year of
gifts. toys. Christmas Earn
organization
an
FOUND Female, Chesa- isfaction & "fix it right the
ence? Do you drive an
cash, trips recognition
that really matters
peake Bay Retriever. first time" Top pay, bonus,
Freightliner
assigned
Free catalog information
LIMITED OPENINGS
Brown, no collar. friendly 401K, insurance. etc FullCentury? Are you getting
800-488-4876
Found around Dogwood time Must have own tools,
the miles you want and the
CALL
Dnve area 753-2062
good driving record. referhome time you need? Why FULL Time Parts Person.
1 -800-G0-GUARD
LOST 2yr old St Bernard ences & pass drug test We
haven't you called? 877- Full time lawn mower
KY NATIONAL GUARD
with red collar Around pay you for continuous
763-7483 www heartland- mechanic. Apply in person at Murray Home &
Ezell Road Reward! Call
schooling Apply in person
express corn
Auto Outdoor Division,
759-0107
Sam-5pm
weekdays AIR Force Great career
Paducah Ford 3476 Park opportunities available for
Ave or call 270-444-0011 high school grads. ages
AGRICULTURAL
17- 27 Plus up to S12,000
or 800-455-0205
NEEDED
WORKERS
enlistment bonus if you
FOE M/F/DN
CDL Drivers Operators. qualify' For an information
4/10/00 to 1/10/01
Laborers
753-1537 or packet call 1 -800-423www.airUSAF or visit
Wages: $6.39 per hour and $7.00 per hour
492-6141
force corn
depending on job performed. 75% of hours listII

BURIAL INSURANCE

470 Motorcycles & ATVs

ioIrtricouncerrierst

Notice

MEDICARE RECIPIENTSAre you using a Nebulizer
Machine? Stop paying full
price
for
Albuterol
Atrovent, etc Solutions GET MARRIED- Smoky
Medicare will pay for them Mountains, areas most
We bill Medicare for you beautiful chapels. ordained
complete
and ship directly to your ministers,
arrangements
honeydoor MED-A-SAVE
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLEfamily
moon
cabins.
800-538-9849
LIGHT- Old Fash
views.
NEW Arnval of prom dress- breathtaking
Wedding Chapel z
Wedding
arrangements
accessories
&
es
Name
ing
river.
Vacation
800-893-7274
Horse- brands Alyce. Cassandra lodging.
Mountains TN
drawn catnage
- Stone & Amber Nicole
800-634-5814
Jacuzzi ordained min sters Sizes 2-26 Merle Norman
CANDLEof Benton KY Call 270- ROMANTIC
no tests Heartland
LIGHT
WEDDINGS800-448-8697 (VOWS; 527-8899
Ordained- licensed minisnttp.-www heartlandwec
ters, elegant decorated full
ding.com
service chapel, spring speA Gatlinburg Wedding'
cial. secluded honeymoon
Candlelit chapel. profescabins Sat three nights.
sional
photc
videos/
fourth free. Gatlinburg,
graphs. ordained ministers
Tennessee 800-933-7464.
MountaiTennessee
per pound
800-WED-RING
Nc
• Honeymoon cabin
blood tests, no waiting
Bands of Gold Wedding
Personals
Chapel 1-800-242-7115
LOCATED IN
www bandsofgold corn
PURYEAR. TN
SINGLES
ALTERATIONS
Spring fever 2000?
WILL BE BUYING
Ruth's See & Sew
Tired of being alone?
753-6981
CANS FOR S0.34
Meet that
BETH'S New & Redo
special someone
OF
MONTH
THE
IN
Sewing Phone 759-0768
Heartland Connection
Anytime'
MARCH ONLY..
1-800-879-7385
DISPLAY Homes Wanted.
*ANHEUSER-BUSCH
siding
windows
patio
RECYCLING CENTER*
rooms no payments until
Lost and Found
March 2000 All credit qualifies Payments starting at
$89 a month Call 800-251LOST Labrador Retriever
0843
Yellow Last seen on 464
ric Is iii I
Has tags if seen contact
•—•
FREE Pregnanc.
Ellen at 759-9215
Fest.' Life House
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
410 Public Sale
425 Land for Rent or Lease
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

060

020

010

010

NSA

Just Say "Charge It"
ADJUSTMENTS

180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Home Furnishings
165 Antiques

r . 1 a.m
Fri. 3 p.m
Mon. 3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m
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Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.
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For Appointment Phone
12701 767-0508

Crawford's Bar-B-Oue is Now Open
on Fri. & Sat. Nights Until 9:00 p.m

Senior Accountant
Mattel, Inc.. the world's leading play company, has an opening for a Senior Accountant at
its Murray, Ky. manufacturing/distribution
facility. The ideal candidate will have a minimum of three 131 years'experience in general accounting preferably in a manufacturing
environment. Other qualifications include
solid analytical skills; general ledger and
internal auditing experience. Cost accounting a plus. Solid interpersonal skills a must.
Computer proficient B.S. in Accounting
required or related area. Mattel, Inc. offers a
comprehensive salary and benefits program
in a progressive environment. Please submit
resume with salary history and references
to

Dine In or Take Out
Delicious Pork Bar-B-Oue
Robs Chicken it Tenderlov

Crawford's Bar-B-Que and
Almo Country Store
North of Murray at Intersection 464 &

753-1934

MATTEL, INC.

EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
307 POOR FARM ROAD E
MURRAY,KY 420ZI
Fax 270-787-1904

• -

EARN UP TO $35K-40K IN
MANAGEMENT + BENEFITS
ompany will provide in-class expense-paid
training. Openings in Murray, Mayfield and
Marshall Co.
To qualify:
•Competitive, sports-minded track record
•Travel in local area
'Legal age with access to a reliable car
'Health, dental insurance plus 401K savingand stock purchase

E0E/M-F

If

• ' -*

MANAGER TRAINEE

For confidential personal interview
call Mon.& Tues. only at 753-8706
between 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
ask for Crystal Price

An Equal Opportunity Employer
MIF/VID

•

ed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will
he provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
area.
recruiting
local
beyond
those
Transportation and subsistence paid when 50%
of contract is met. Contact local State
Employment Service Office

.

LETICA Corporation.
A leading plastic & paper
packaging manufacturer.
is seeking motivated
individuals to join our
team at our new Fulton,
KY location. The following opportunities are currently available:
'Shift Supervisors- Must
have 3-5 years "hands on"
supervisory experience &
extensive knowledge of
injection molding
•Maintenance
Supervisor- Must have at
least 5 years experience in
all facets of maintenance
&
including
electrical
hydraulics. Injection molding & prior supervisory
experience are a must.
*Molding Technicians- 1+
years injection Molding
experience.
*Maintenance- Must have
experience with hydraulics.
pneumatics & electrical.
Competitive salaries &
excellent benefits package
including Medical, Dental,
Prof it
401(k),
Vision,
Sharing & more.
Send/ Fax resume with
salary history to.
LETICA CORPORATION
191 Industrial Park Drive
Fulton, KY 42041
Fax: (270)472-3666.
E0E, M/F/HN
LOCAL
Established
Insurance Agency seeking
Customer
Service
Representative Previous
Insurance experience not
required Benefit package
provided including Health
Insurance and retirement
plan Send resumes to
PO Box 1040-A Murray,
KY 42071
LOOKING For Dependable
people to work at Cypress
Spnngs Resort. Waitresses
and kitchen help needed.
Call for appointment. 270436-5496
LPN
SHADY Lawn has
openings for LPN- Full
and part time Sign on
bonus offered Apply in
person 2582 Cerulean
Road,
Cadiz E 0 E
design,
MECHANICAL
auto cad. R-12, R-14.
Experience needed. Good
benefits and pay. Ask for
Steve 270-362-8826.
MEDICAL Billing home
based. FT/ PT must type
35 plus wpm We provide
training and certification.
PC required Up to S50/
S8OK per year Call
1-888-587-2624 ext. 6780
www medds corn
NEWSPAPER Advertising
Sales State association in
Frankfort Full time ad
sales Must have newspaper sales experience
Others not considered
Salary, commission. benefits Send resume and
salary history to As sales
position. Kentucky Press
101
Association.
Consumer Lane, Frankfort,
KY 40601
NOW Accepting application for full time positions
SCORESPORTABLE
BOARDS is looking for
self- motivated dedicated
individuals to work and
grow in our expanding
industry Applications are
available at SPORTABLE
106
SCOREBOARDS.
Max Hurt Drive, Murray
(near PR complex)
OFFICE
Products
Company now accepting
resumes for service technician Must have electronmechanical backics
ground Computer knowledge a plus Send resume
to PO Box 938 BentOn
Ky 42025
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FULL Time people needed
SPORTSMAN'S
for landscape installation ANCHOR RESORT &
and maintenance crews MARINA hiring tor the
Apply in person at Rolling 2000 Season as follows.
Hills Nursery 3860 U.S. Storm..,Clerks- MARINA,
HWY 641 North- Murray.
days,
Part
time
4
time.
HARLAN
full
Automotive RESORT,
needing experienced auto Housekeeper- RESORT,
technician ASE certifica- must be able to work any of
tion not required but must the 7 days a week, hours
be willing to become certi- vary.
Outside
Dock
fied Apply in person @ Person- MARINA,full time,
Harlan Automotive on 4th Outside
Grounds
St 767-0101
Maintenance- RESORT
positions must
OPERATOR & Laborers, Full time. All
some
experienced case back- be able to work
holidays
weekends
and
hoes Apply at 1272 Old
physical
Fern
Valley
Road, and in good
health, retirees welcome.
Louisville EOE Employer.
only.
weekdays
Call
OWNER Operators- Get
between 9:00 to 4:00 for
real mileage pay! 80C a
interview and job applicamile, practical miles loaded
270-354-6568.
tion.
and empty That's at least
Located on HWY 68 at
83c for household goods!
Jonathan Creek.
No Northeast, NYC or
PHYSICAL Therapy
Canada. No escrow. Must
lechniCji114
iteve 4- year. OTR
experience
and
CDL PRN/Must work weekends.
or
HazMat. Fleets welcome. High School Graduate
Employee
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc. equivalent
undergoes specific job
800-848-0405.
training for two weeks necPLUMBING, Heating and essary to perform duties
HVAC series technicians Experience preferred but
needed immediately
not required Must have
800-829-6609
good people skills Pick up
REGIONAL. Start up to 34 application @
cpm/ .20 cpm signing Murray-Calloway
bonus. Home weekends. County Hospital
weekly. 803 Poplar St.;
miles
2500
Medical, dental, 401K. Murray, Ky. 42071
Conventionals .025 performance bonus Landstar WANTED: Part-time LPN
agent/ 800-828-8338.
or CMA. 20 hours per
RN/ LPN
Green Acres Health Care
in Mayfield is seeking qualified individuals for a part
time Mon thru Fri, 3pm8p.m shift. For more information please contact April
Cormelius, ADON at:
Green Acres Healthcare
402 West Farthing
Mayfied, KY 42066.
1-270-247-6477.

Articles
For Sale

$AT&T- BELL
PAY PHONES$
Prime Sites $200K y r
Pot I Low Prices!
1-800-800-3470
Tenant
BUSINESS
Wanted, Space available
for Barber Shop Beauty
Shop Retail Sales or
Offices
Olive
Branch
Realty 767-9900

AAA Pools! New left ove
1999 pools must go! For
ex. 19'x31 0 D pool with
sundeck, fence, filter only
$888 complete! 100%
Installation
financing!
arranged! Homeowners
call now 800-759;6058.
Limited area.

CARRY Out & delivery
pizza franchise Financing
available for qualified individual Call Lance or Neil
1-800-310-8848
FRANCHISE restaurant for
sale. High volume sales.
Excellent location, currently operating. Owner assistance/training available.
Contact P.O. Box 1040-F,
Murray, Ky 42071

Resolved credit problems
OK' Call by January 7, for
free pnnter OMC 800-4779016 Code ma01
EPSON Computer model
EL 35/33- plus printer,
monitor, keyboard and
mouse $150 753-9473

WEBSITE/ New Media
Administrator- State association in Frankfort. New,
full time position to administer and maintain WEBSITE for Central Office,
assist newspapers with
technology.
websites,
SEEKING
experienced Preference to individuals
rooters. willing to work with newspaper experihard 5 years experience. ence. Salary, benefits.
489-6125 leave message. Send resume to: New
Mobile 748-7120.
Department,
Media
Kentucky Press Service,
SHONEY'S Inn
Consumer
Lane,
101
1503 North 12th St
Frankfort, KY 40601.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Now accepting applications for Front Desk and
housekeeping positions.
No phone calls, please.

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.
436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
LOCAL Internet Access
$16.95 month, First month
free (Bell South Service
by
Area)
Hosted
Winchester Sun/ Galaxy
Internet. Call 888-2916221, Offer Code
G-1-0466-2001-0000
140

CLEANING housesjs my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HOUSE Cleaning. Low
rates. Experienced & references_ 492-6267.

LOVING Grandma will
SOMEONE To Pass out babysit in my home
flyers for business
Weekends available 759767-0508
0757
START Your own business!
Set your own schedule.
Control your own income.
Sell from your home, at
work, through fund raiser,
Be
an
Avon
Representative Call 888942-4053

WILL Do house cleaning or
ironing in your home Call
474-2131. leave message
WILL Sit with elderly
Monday- Friday Days
only Excellent references.
767-0969.

CITY ROUTE CARRIER
For the
Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good
driving record and vehicle insurance. Six days per week delivery.
Apply in person at the Ledger &
Times. 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Serval! Termite and
Pest Control Company
is currently accepting applications for a Pest
Control Technician. MALE OR FEMALE! No
experience necessary. Training provided.
Applicant must be honest, willing to work, and
have a good driving record.
If you would like to make a better than average
income in the Murray area, we want to talk to
you!
Apply In Person At Our Office:
1604 S.R. 121 North, Murray, KY

ARCH Steel Buildings
inventory clearance! Huge
savings! 1999 steel prices
25x30. 40x58. 50x110.
While supplies last! Great
workshops/garages Call
800-341-7007. www.steelmasterusa.corn
No
SALEBUILDING
salesman Go direct and
save 25x30 $1,999 30x40
$2.900 35x50 $4,300.
40x60 $5,300
40x90
$7,300. 47x100 $11,000
Others. Final clearance
Pioneer, 800-286-3196

HOME Inspection industry
is booming! Inspect- It 1st
Franchise Corp. Minimum MOTORCYCLE Helmets,
inlie-§Tment $4J31:ArTellb
NioTST-camollia-ge-w
financing. Complete train- clothing. For all ages.
ing; support; Home based- Jerry's Sporting Goods of
exclusive territories. 888- Mayfield.
603-6827 or www.inspec- PURPLE MARTIN BIRD
tit1st.com
HOUSES12
family.
$29.95 & S/H Telescopic
poles/ accessories availComputers
able, martins eat 2000 flying insects per day! Free
Computers
DELL
catalog. Order today! Call:
Factory direct $0 down
Low monthly payment 800-764-8688 www.purplemartin.net.
Pentium III-600 available

week. Some nights &
weekends. Send or bring
resume to: 300 S. 8th St.
Suite 480W, Murray, Ky.

Sign On Bonus- RN
Shady Lawn has openings
for full or part time RN
charge nurse position.
Sign- on onus of $500
offered. Apply in person.
2582 Cerulean Road,
Cadiz. E.O.E.

[gill Appliances

easiness
Opportunity

Help Wanted

STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
$9,094;
50x75x14,
$12.27;
50x100x16,
$16,879
60x100x16,
$18,261.
Mini-storage
buildings, 40x160. 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79.
TAN At Home. Wolff,
Sunmaster residential tanning beds direct from manufacturer. No middleman
means you save $$$.
Huge
inventory. Best
selection. Free color catalog. 800-274-1744.

WASHER & Dryer
753-4684

ANTIQUE Cherry dining
table, 6 chairs, china cabinet 759-3484
BROYHILL Dresser
with mirror. Good
condition, come see
S150/ obo. 759-0315.
leave message
KING Waterbed with headboard and matching furniture $500. obo. 753-2279.
SIMPLE But lovely sofa
Newly covered in Chintz
like fabric. Blue, yellow,
soft pink_ 92" lOng $350.
Perfect condition. Call
436-2251
190
Farm Equipment
JOHN Deere 30-20 2
Chevrolet 2-ton trucks
Water trailer John Deere
148 loader. 492-8411

toys
from
BUYING'S
1950's-1970's, or older
Antiques & Collectibles
759-3456
CASH for toys. GI JOE
and Transformers.
Old & new. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols
Benson Sporting
12th
Goods, 519 S
Murray.
FROST free refrigerator.
used Carpeting, gas heating stove, air conditioner
storm windows 753-4109
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive). Collectables
and other antiques, 1 piece
or all Call 753-3633
OLD mini bikes. Honda
Minitrail 250. Honda XR75
or Indian Mini 50CC
Running or not running
Condition does not matter.
753-8743.
WANT To Buy
Used Paddle Boat
3 or 4 Pass
270-436-5185
WANT To Buy:
Used Treadmill. No
Fancy Mechanics
489-2186
WANTED Riding mowers,
go carts & 4 wheelers that
need work. 436-2867.

Musical
MAIN STREET MUSIC
312 Main Street, Murray.
Guitars, Amps, Strings,
Picks, etc. Hours
10am- 6pm. Mon- Fri
12pm- 4pm Sat
"THE Music Crib"
668 Greenplain Road
5 miles South of 641
•Guitars
•Amps, Etc
Low Over Head!
Low Prices!
New Inventory!
270-492-8691
M-F 12+9
Sat 10+5

WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
Mobile Home Lots For Safe
home units from $199. Low
monthly payments. Free
Financing
color catalog. Call today OWNER
Available Call now 759800-842-1310.
0757

4\
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SALES & TRAINING

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
IRRIGATION EQUIPMENT
New & Used, Engine & PTO
Pumps. Aluminum & PVC Pipe,
Soft & Hard Hose Travelers, all for
water and slurry, parts also. We
Rent Slurry Pumping Equipment.

TUCKASEE IRRIGATION
1-800-725-5986

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

ROMANIAN 22LR

Military Training Target Rifles
NOBODY BEATS OUR DEALS!

Position will include product demonstration of customized software, installation
and onsite training. Must be able to demonstrate an understanding of Windows software, have strong verbal communication
skills and willingness to travel. Windows
NT and/or Novell networking is beneficial

Send resumes only to 3780 Hwy 79 N.
Paris, TN 38242
Serval! Termite and
Pest Control Company
is currently accepting applications for the position of Sales in our termite department No
experience necessary_ Training provided
Applicant must be honest, willing to work, and
have a good driving record.
If you would like to make a better than average
income in the Murray area, we want to talk to
you!
Apply In Person At Our Office
1604 S.R. 121 North, Murray, KY

•

Storage Rentals

1998 16x80 Legend Gas
heat & stove 3br, 2 baths
Must be moved $24,000
obo Call 435-4401
28X68 Rockwood. 3Br., 2
bath. 1750 sq ft living
space. Live in 1 year. 7532168.
4 lots. 120W200ft 1997
home.
16x70
mobile
garage. & other out buildings. Coleman RE 7594118 Also 12x65 rent to
own.

LARGE Duplex in private
area Central gas H/A
Utility room Lease plus
deposit $450/ month No
pets 759-1087
NEW 1br apt University
Heights Stove. refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d $325
2br Duplex 5 miles, Almo
Stove, refrigerator, w/d,
C/H/A $375 Deposit, no
pets 753-4937 M-F, 8-5
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house- w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4tfIsSt
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

LOT For Rent. 753-9866.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special.
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR.From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

These have lust arrived... These 5-shot,
detachable mag 22LR's are in very good to excellent
condition and are of excellent quality.

$54.95 Each or 2 For $99.95
Extra 5 Shot Clip $11.99
22 Blazer Ammo
Brick of 500 Rnds.
Special

$8.99

Crunch Speakers
- 10" - 12"
Buy One Get One

FREE

Pot 0 Gold
12th St.
Olympic Plaza, Murray. KY
506 N.

Phone 767-9113

AKC Chocolate Labs 6
weeks old 7 males 4
females Kellogg bloodline
Vet checked Excellent
hunting stock & pet Very
smart $200 Call 270-2470296
AKC Registered Chocolate
Lab puppies First shots
worming
and
done
available
Pedigrees
Ready for new home on
March 7 Call 753-2767
after 5p m
$200

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
CREEKVIEW STORAGES20-S40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

MOBILE HOME LOANS 5°. down, Refinancing,
Equity Loans Free sellers
kit Land or home loans
Repo and assumable
NICE 2br Apt For Rent
loans
Green
Tree
753-5731
Financial, 800-221-8204. NICE 2BR duplex. Stove,
800-554-8717
refrigerator Lease/deposit
No pets. $425. 1819
Ridgewood. 753-7457
Mobile Homes For Rent
NIU 2br No pets.
753-9866

&Supplies

EASTSIDE

Livestock & Supplies
NORTHWOOD
storag,
presently has units avail- 7YR Leopard Appaloosa
able 753-2905 or 753- good trail horse 753-2168
7536
HAYRolls
Fescue
Timothy & Orchard Grass
Mix $30 per roll after 6p m
Pets & Supplies
492-8790

.... (0XER Puppies Reagy_a___,
27-00 AKC Registered
759-0682
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
NOW Taking Orders tor
AKC Golden Retriever
Puppies. Will be ready
March 19th. $200 Call
270-474-8340,
please
leave a message

Section 8 Property now
accepting applications for
1, 2 & 3BR. apartments
Please call 753-8221
ENO.

LOTS For rent
Toskuna Place .
753-9270

SPACIOUS, Very nice
duplex. 2br, 2 full baths,
garage.
Located
on
PRIME building site avail- Michelle Drive. Just North
able for 2-3 yrs. Coleman of town, behind Cain's. All
RE. 759-4118.
appliances
included
Washer/ dryer, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. All the
Rentals
extras. Lease/ deposit
required. Call after 5p.m
767-0912.

lYliss
Your
Paper?

Call
, 753-1916

THE EVENT OF THE TEAM
irPG E Alik Pa PA IUPSI\IL GIG^PITNIC
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACH!NERY

(
SAT. MARCH 11TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

1000'S OFITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION

TIRED Of Big Utility Bills?
We have an apt for you.
Furnished or unfurnished
$225/ month. No pets, no
lease required. 753-3949
Cell- 841-0166.

WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT - IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKHOES - TRUCKS
IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!

THE PROFESSION4L BUILDING

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS

'Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
•Paii.1 utiime.
tint lude central heat 6;. ar
*Receptionist
*Sr ink 1•1

THOUSANDS... TO MAYFIELD, K Y
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
Wednesday - Thursday - Or Friday
MARCH 8TH - 9TH - 10TH
STAFF & LOADERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
8:00 A.M TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY...
UNTIL THE LOT IS FULL...
DON'T MISS THIS HUGE ANNUAL EVENT!

oNliried
alt.` Ir. nJuJiat
Kitchenette. BreJkioinit.
Conterence Room
•I •
fa‘ MaiBri

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See To Appreciate

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

W.31711373:=Mr
TO MN

Apartments For Rent

LOT for rent. 492-8488.
SEASONED FirewoodU-haul 753-4109

Metal Roofing

Want to Buy

Mobile Somas For Sale

DOUBLE Wide Lease lots
Purchase option
753-9270

1dvertusing

ociation in
time ad
newspacperience
>nsidered
ion, beneume and
As sales
:ky Press
101
Frankfort,
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Only Farm Reiated Items Will Be Accepted!!
Please No Worn Tires, Battered Fuel Tanks
We Only Accept items Thal lit Our Discretion Are Saleable

Available For Viewing 415 S 4th
Mon -Fri 9,00-4 30• Call For Information 759-0633
WE ARE SER.OuS ABOUT BuciNEcs

120
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
S200/mo 753-4109
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt. stove, refrigerator. DIVV, W/D, and ceiling
fans. Clean, no pets.
753-9841 or 436-5496.
1BR Apt. Walk to MSU.
Clean, 753-2084.
1BR Furnished apt $225
month plus deposit No
pets 121N, next to fairgrounds 270-753-3139
18R duplex apt Very
clean,
nice
area.
Appliances furnished Call
753-8588
1BR., completely furnished. Water included.
low utilities. $225/mo.
References & deposit
required. No pets.
753-3949
841-0166.
2BR
Duplex. 15171/2
Henry St. Appliances furnished Rent S350 Deposit
$350. Call 435-4125.
2BR, Like new townhouse.
GINA, appliances /Pry
nice C leman RE
759-4118
2BR
d hook up Quiet
neighborhood No pets
S335/ month Call
753-6931

JAMES R. CASH
"
.

NOW available
1 room studio, just off car,
..tits New carpet. remol
.led Coleman RE 75..
118

p
RJ u

.;SAUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER 1 ,
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

-THE SELLING MACHINE- IRC
AUC770N STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.
Ferglir
P=r-i
k r
#M7
P=rePliiI
N

Houses For Rent

( ..."..111L.T41
2 (3br) Houses Gas heat,
consider rent to own
753-4109
2BR Upstairs. $285/ month
plus deposit. 2 bath. downstairs $400/ month plus
deposit. Entire House
$650.+ deposit. Call 4892296.
4BR House for rent. 21.,2
baths. With C/H/A. 1705
Miller. Owner on Premises
9am- 4p m Call 759-3660.
HAZEL. 2BR., appliances.
Lease/deposit/references.
492-8526.
NICE 3br Country home
with basement. 4 miles
North. $550./ month
753-3584.
260
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

-11C11411C310PissaT )

SAT. MARCH 4TH AT 10:00 A.M.
Ildr
-JYr-r-_.v P2mclitazzit
NEAR DRESDEN, IN
SW OF MARTIN, TN • NE OF MCKENZIE, TN
From Dresden Take Hwy 89 Northeast 3 Miles To Jewell
Store Rd, Proceed East 2 Miles To Sale Site...Signs Posted!!
TRACTORS JD 4850, 18.4R-42 Dls, Pr Shift, 3 Remotes.
0 Hitch, 4450 Hrs, SN 002659 • JD 4250, 20.8R-38 Rubber.
Quad, 2 Remotes, 4620 Hrs. SN 002542 • JD 4640, 20.8R38 Duals, Quad, 2 Remotes,0 Hitch, 4924 Hrs, SN 019625
Ford 5000, 18.4R-30 Rubber. Remote Valve, SN C266433
COMBINE-HEAD-ACCESSORIES JD 9500 w Rear
Assist. 771 Sep Hours, 1083 Eng Hours, 30.5L-32 Dr
Rubber. 18.4-26 St Rubber, Chaff Spdr, Chopper, SN
665918 • JD 922 - 22' Flex Platform, SN 660779 • JD 644
Oil Bath 6 R Wide Corn Head, SN 610593 • J&M HT-8
Header Trailer • Brent 772 Grain Cart, 24.5-32 Rubber. Roll
Tarp • Mayrath 10" PTO 60' Grain Auger, Swing Hopper.
Hyd Lift • 2 - 8" PTO 60' Grain Augers EQUIPMENT
Kinze Twin Line 12-23 Row Planter. No Tills, Monitor • 2 Case IH 496 Disc, 25', Rr Harrows, 7,5" Spacing • Case IH
4300 Field Culti, 30', Rear Harrow • Forrest City 25' Do All
• Dunham 21' Hyd Flat Fold Roller Harrow • IH 15 Tine 3 Pt
Chisel Plow • 40'- 3 Pt Spray Boom • 1600 Gal Poly Tank •
1000 Gal SS Pull Sprayer • Bush Hog 10' Hyd Adj Blade •
Amco PTO Ditcher • 2 - Ford 5 Btm Plows • Tye 20- Drill •
Bush Hog 2845 Quick Attach Loader • NH 855 Round Baler
• JD 347 Wire Tie Baler • M&W 4 Spool Tedder • M&W 8
Wheel Rake • JO 1327 Disc Bine • Round Bale Tumble Bug
Transport • Kuhn GMD 9 Disc MowerTR UC KS '75 Ford
Grain Bed & Hoist • '69 Ford Grain Bed & Hoist •'70 Chevy
Grain Bed & Hoist • Neckover 24' Flat Trailer, Tail & Ramps

For Details & Information Contact
MR. JERRY PARHAM AT 901-364-9701
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE • CURRENT BANN LETTERS A MUST'

JAMES R. CASH
'7.;S'

& REAL ESTATE BROKER
Je FANCYAUCTIONEER
C
FARM, KY-270-623-8466 J
n

RV

TN LIC # 930 • TN FIRM 4' 2281

2BR. 1 bath. Call Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444

PUBLIC AUCTION

2BR. near MSU. $325.
Water furnished. Coleman
RE 759-4118.

Saturday, March 4, 2000 • 10:00 a.m.

4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
DUPLEX. 2br 18021,2-A
Monroe Ave $375
753-8002.
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N 16th
St . now accepting applications tor 2br townhouses
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F
Equal
Call 753-1970
Housing Opportunity
HILLDALE
Apartments
now taking applications for
1,2, & 3 bedroom apts
Equal Opportunity
Housing
TDD1 1-800-545-1833
Ext 287
Office phone 437-4113
Hours Mon-Fri
7 30AM-3 30PM

At the home of Mr. James Kuykendall. From Murray. KY take
Hwy. 94 West approx. 4.0 miles to auction. See auction sign on
Hwy. 94 West. Mr. Kuykendall is moving to a retirement place
and will sell the remainder of his furniture and other property.
Large post Cannonball Caps bedroom suite 7 bedside table - sofa & chair 2 recliners - Bentwood rockers - antique rocker - metal cabinet - table & chairs - small desk
- odd night stand - pictures & frames - picture wklock - other wall decoration. - small
electric sewing machine - sewing items - lot of buttons - color is. - lamp table' lamps
- vanity lamps - vacuum cleaner - grapevine wreaths - gun rack - nice stereo 8 track
AM/FM turntable - fans - gun rack - electnc hair cutters - small Marltnk safe - bed
spreads - new blankets - quilting frames - pocket knife - size ID wedding dress - sonic
Barbie dolls including Ken Suntan - Miss America Barbie. Elvis and others - old
cities service cap - old toothpick holder - Raffin small pitcher - Vermon pitcher w/6
glasses - old ice cream dipper - red shaker set - old vinegar cruet- flatware Carnival
glass & pitcher - bold goblets - footed bowl - old vegetable bowls - Blueridge pieces
- canister set - tea glasses - dinnerware pottery - Creative china - 4 place setting of
Bavahan dessert set - other pretty china pieces - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances -912 old kerosene lantcpunade hi New York - flat irons - iron tea kettle - wind
chimes - Cadillac wheel cover - old Pontiac Firebird advertisement pieces • file cab
inet - nice wrought iron porch set - swing set ,.park bench - flower stand - small air
compressor - step ladder - some wrenches & tools - adult pothe chair - and much
more. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available: Auction held rain or shine

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn n1281 Firm 2333

'My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

•
.••• .1111.

^

Celt For Brochure • Minna At wwwjamesrcash.coin

•

I

FINS*
1 ACRE Lots ml with
restrictions 5 miles North of
Murray Great location for
your new home dour
biewide or modular home
Starting at $7,000 Call
270-759-9192 or email
koutland apex net
112 ACRE Lot 7 miles
North of Murray 753-1967
CONSTRUCTION lots in
North school district Can
be purchased as mini farm
753-3785 or
489-2183

WEE RUNS
8TH SEMI-ANNUAL
CHILDRENS
CONSIGNMENT
SALE

121 N. - National
Guard Armory
Fri. 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Clothing toys, equipment & maternity'

Price on Sat.
Shop now for
Easter.

1/2

GARAGE
SALE
4157 US Hwy. 641 S.
3 miles south of
Murray at Old
WiSehart s Grocery.

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Large safe, guns,
household ,temS

Campers
Utifity Vehicles
1995 CHEVY Blazer 4x4
4dr 53,xxx miles Loaded
running boards leather
seats 1 owner oaraoe

YARD
SALE
12364 Hwy. 94 East
Fri., Sat. & Sun.
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Moving - final Sale offer.
make
an
typewriter.
Electric
electric calculator. 5
drawer file Cabinet.
Lots Of items (no furniture)

GARAGE
SALE
133
Bendefield Ln.
Farmington
(off Hwy. 121
N.)

12 ACRES Woods pasture creek Building sites
$18500
reduced
to
Terms 753-9302 Must
sell'

1926. .1E.E.E_Sattar4.-tiarti
top. Like new, with low
mileage. Call 759-1894.
evenings.
Bad eta

1980 PORSCHE 924
Turbo 57,xxx miles
New tires paint, good
condition Asking $3,000
753-0089

100 ACRES
Beautiful, building sites, dogwoods, red
buds, open fields, woods, creeks, ponds
and bluffs overlooking river bottom property w ill have city gas this spring. Property
has 100,(X)0 bu grain storage. Will divide
into smaller tracts. Located 1.7 mi. from
NIurray city limits. Turn left off 94E onto
1483 follow signs.

For information 489-2462
BEAUTIFUL Building sites
- o.
.1,1ahr- P

Mar. 3 & 4
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

1996 CHEVY Blazer LS 4
door, 4x4 54,xxx miles All
the buttons $14,000 8-5,
M-F 753-4451 after 5p m
753-1580

460
Homes For Sale

THUNDERBIRD
1978
One owner- 400 cu in V-8
150.xxx miles $995 7539473
1982 BUICK Good shape
Cheap' 753-0586
1986 HONDA Accord LXI
1 owner, Bough local A.T
P/W Pt 118,xxx miles
Garage kept Extra nice
$3 500 obo 753-7304

1990 929 Mazda Loaded,
good condition 97 xxx
3BR 2 bath downstairs
Cozy 2br upstairs C/H.A. miles S2900 753-0569
appliances. 1 2 3 acres. after 5p m
Selling for less than 1991 FORD Mustang LX
appraisal. 489-2296
5 0 Red with red interior
Wrecked 51.000
313R 2 bath 2 car garage
437-3144
41 .2 acres. 30f1 pool Must
1995 TAURUS Like new
see' 753-2279.
os S5400
4BR 31 2 baths Bonus
'
room sun room 2 car
c›.- A :i,3300 753garage 2 years old
492-8737
SUBARU Forester
4BR 2 story older house in
30 xxx
miles
Hazel 2 1/2 garage. 24. Back
oaoed Approx 30 miles
pool, stove, fridge, & dishprr gaVon
Must sell
washer $49,900
$18000 obo 251-0018
270-492-8144
AFFORDABLE Pre- Fab MOVING' Must Sell' 1993
liquidationi Ford Tempo 4dr.. auto
housing
Repossessed forfeiture 4 AC bucket seats
only factory new super 474-0119
insulated home packages
Superior hi tech quality
Saturday
Vans
Simple assembly- Your
Corner Pocket foundation
Flexible layout.
1993 MAZDA Van One
On Radio Rd. 34/5 bedrooms 800-874- owner Excellent' $6500
6032 Sacrifice'
753-5859
Almo
BEST Buy in Canterbury
1995 GRAND Caravan
12-6 p.m.
3br. 2 bath Brick Ranch
Fully loaded with rear air
2000sq tt New deck. HA Extra nice Day- 489-2020
and roof 599,250 owner After 6p m- 489-2525
436
financing 753-5703
95 Ford Aerostar var
Lake Property
EXCEPTIONAL 3br
86 xxx miles $6200 00
2 bath. brick Double lot
270-489-6087
town's edge
REDUCED
.3BR . 2 bath Lakefront Easy financing
1998 Ford Windstar VanSubdivision with 4 lots
753-4109? 759-8093
GL Luggage rack, traction
Jr:nal New septic system
HOUSE For Sale
control, dual air, 4 captain
$34.900 435-4632
753-5607
Olive
601
chairs
33,000
miles
NEW Concord Area,
or 759-1955 after 5p m
$13.800 (2701247-5265
3 very nice log cabins on OPEN DAILY- New 4br.
email lake lot Call Johnny 212 bath home at 2002
901-641-6900 or 901-693- Rugby Drive in Campbell
Used Trucks
1113
Est Call 753-3903 for fur
1987 Toyota 4x4 Many new
TENN Mtn Getaway 1500 ther information
parts $3,000 or best otter
Stream 14ac- $19900 1st
OWNERS WANT OFFER
Call 437-3130 leave mestime offered' All wooded &
Alma area, live in one part, sage Owner anxious to
scenic, park line stream
rent the other 5br, 21/2 sell
The ultimate_getaway' Only
baths. $89,500 Call Kim at
1989 Chevy full-size pickone Easy financing Call
Park Avenue Properties
up Model 1500 Z-71 350
TN Timberline now 800362-4224 or 362-4148.
motor 4x4
814-9965 ext 8932
Days 762-1549
'TENNESSEE
Lake
Nights 753-3293
Bare,air- 3 acres rith boa'
Barn For Rent
1992 CHEVY Mark III
Red, loaded S8.250
1(J
specri. „
DARKFIRED Holds 212
753-1132 leave message
•
arr,ess to Cr;
Bet veen
3
acres
OW
,
i• "
..!.e next ,13 Coldwater and Stella 489- 1992 Full size Bronco custom 77K miles V-8 auto
"hw golf course' Paved 2116
$9200 obo 14 Jon boat
-roads, utilities soils tested
470
trailer. 15hp Johnson with
-Low low financing Call
Motorcycles & ATV s
blind $900 Call
:-LMS 800-704-3154 ext
901-247-5567
.6041
1996 WARRIOR
350
1997
Dodge Diesel Ext
TN Cabin Retreat Sac- electric Good condition
cab 3/4 ton 2 wheel drive
-$49,900 Breathtaking Mtn runs excellent S2500
1 owner 54 xxx miles
'views' Ideally located
435-4201
loaded Excellent conditbetween 2 state parks
tion 901-498-8006
-Hunt. fish, kayak, canoe.

SON-SATIONAL

MOVING
SALE

I

:hike nearby A sportsman's
paradise' Great financing
"Call TN Timberline now
-800-814-9965. ext 8918

MURRAY Estates Lots for
-sale city limits Private
.country style living Watch
:for our entrance on 94W
-Call 270-435-4487 or 1 *888-673-0040

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit tnot perfect
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money'
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Current rate 8 875%. APR 9 0% - 30 yr. fixed
Refer to Ad *21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.

753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

Business On A Budget?

Used Trod"

1996 YZ250 FMF pipe
1999 DODGE LWB, SLT
Plus extras $2500
Larne 9.xxx miles One
753-2279
owner, garage kept. 318 V1999 Kawasaki Prairie 4x4 6 All power Dove Gray.
New condition Only 500 new tmck S18 800
'59-3569
miles $4800 OBO 7538743
1998 DODGE Q-Cab pick
96 Timber Wolf 4x4 Great up Swb 48K Black SLT
condition $2800 After 489.2183 or 753-3785
5PM 753-6105

SOLD
1 3 ACRES in Wiswell subdivision Near Southwest
School $15.000 Call
492-8879
11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres_ per tract
-Property fmated
94E onto Hwy 1551. Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property review posted data, then please call270-441-2253.

GOO

1972 Camper 196 $1500
14tt Aluminum 25hp trolling
Depth finders
motor
$1500 436-2754 after 5
WINNEBAGO
1988
454
Chieftain
w/
Generator, A/C gas heat
Satellite TV., new Berber
carpet. new tires, new
awning Excellent shape
56.xxx miles $17,900
435-4632.

'99.95
Dish Network

Wood
Electronics, Inc.
753-0530
FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!'

liist.illcd Iii

ds•• sh
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DIRE(' TV

Bat Prices On Pagers I Ca Phones
Come see us at our new location

d:SR

408 N. 12th St.
r,v..t# ii, P:zza Hut)
Fencing
Decks

Landscape
lawncare

DOWN TO THE
BARE
KNUCKLES

SerViCeS°d
1
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link & custom wood
privacy fences installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Dickie Farley
759-1519.

SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including

Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing. trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatchJig, aeration. overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings.
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished
Workmanship
Quality
Rates
Affordable
Licensed,
753-7860 753-9308,
ADAM'S Home
Improvements
Additions, Decks, painting
remodeling, replacement
windows, repairs, vinyl
siding roofing
No Job Too Small.
492-6267
AFF(DRflAE',.r

f18Yrs
•
New Ccnstr,.
Remodeling* Pep.. •
Custom Cabinets•
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
ALL
Carpentry,
All
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
additions,
porches. decks Rotten
floors, sagging roofs
Home & Mobile repair.
vinyl siding References
Licensed & insured Call
Larry Nimmo D'a7t"°7539372 Night- 753-0353.
Accept Visa or Mastercard
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers rotors
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales
Service and Installation
BeasIey's Antenna
& Satellite.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

GET RESULTS
Place your ad in the Murray Ledger & Times
Real Estate • Help Wanted • Personals • Lost &
Found Merchandise • Announcements • Greetings
There are several ways to place your ad:

YARD TECH
Lawn Care
Dependable, insured
Residential or
Commercial 437-4723

Fax
753-1927

Phone

Cell (270) 210-0059

HAMILTON CO.
Open by appointment Call or Fax 753-8087
1.8 miles north on 121
Granite - cut. shaped & polished for kitchen coun
ters, fireplace surrounds. sers mg lines. desk tops
Natural Marble - Bathroom vanities. tub
decks. fireplace surround.
Tumble Stone - Tub decks. kitchen splashes.
fireplace surrounds
X111sti ft. in
Ceramic Tile - 12x1:2 or 16x 16 0.er
stick cement hoard, pAits and thin:et all stock items
OPP

-yrlamb Brothers
:
7-Arf' Tree Service
270-436-2269
1-800-821-41907
LICENSED 8i INSURED

Call 753-1916 For Details

753-1916

1(101filitnell Ave
Nut. KY 42071

t
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Paul Lamb

M.S. Construction
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

A.

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 8534188

GUTTERS
High quality seamless aluminum gutters. gutter supplies. gutter repair and
shutters Variety of colors
Free estimates Call West
Ky Seamless Gutters
753-0278

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613

HANDYWORK/ odd Jobs
wanted No lob too small
Yes. we clean gutters Ph
753-2388 or 436-5759
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-800-636-5262

DAVES Carpentry
Home Improvement
Remodels Decks.
Additions We Do It Right
270-474-8417

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
DAVID Clayton.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30, Decks. repairs, & remodelyears experience BOBBY ing No lob too small quality work 753-6105.
HOPPER 436-5848
DAVID'S
Cleaning
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system, Services "Cleaning" vinyl
drive-ways hauling foun- siding, homes, mobile
homes boats, brick drivedations etc 436-2113
ways. parking lots. all exteBEAT The Spring Rush'
rior cleaning, acid cleaning
Additions- Remodelingavailable David Borders,
Vinyl Siding- Windows
Insured,
Completely
Bad Credit- No CreditMobile Phone 502-759No Problem Financing
4734
Call Toll Free
DAVID'S HOME
877-294-5777
IMPROVEMENT
270-759-5475
*Replace rotten or water
CARPORTS for cars and
damaged floors
trucks Special sizes for *Install
braces &
floor
motor home boats RVs
Joists under houses for
and etc Excellent protecsagging or weak floors
tion high quality excellent
*Replace or repair water
value Roy Hill 436-2113
and drain lines
Chim
Chimney *Install moisture barriers
CHIM
Sweep Chimney Cleaning
Plus... all other home
. SR Discount Tracy improvements
100
David
Manning 435-4006
Gallimore. Owner, Free
Estimates. 901-247-5422.
CONTRACTING

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March
3. 2000:
Make the most of occasional "down"
periods; a lot will make sense while
you're in repose. Doors open this year,
causing you to see relationships differently. You are in for some unexpected
changes. 'Exactly what form they take
depends on how evolved you are. For
some, it will be internal; for others.
external Be careful if single - you
might meet someone who could knock
your sails down and sweep you away. He
might not be all you think he is, however. If attached, being vulnerable and open
with your mate enhances your relationship. Relish life together. Frequent getaways help! AQUARIUS often jolts you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Has e•
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult

( ((nap S't

+r:45•••
,

(270)
759-1591

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

ARIES (March 21-April 191
***** High energy brings the
results you crave. You aren't the type to
do things halfway, and to complete the
work week in such a positive manner
makes you beam. Unexpected developments on the love scene need to be seen
as exciting. Tonight: Cheer in the weekend.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Assume greater responsibility,
hut listen to an assertive associate or
boss. Though the two of you don't often
agree, your idea will be enhanced by his
feedback. Don't settle in a money matter;
ask for what you ultimately need.
Tonight: Out with work buddies.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** A call or offer surprises you.
Take the initiative and spread important
news. It isn't important that everyone
agree with you. Just find the right
answers Surprises surround an unusual
acquaintance. Tonight: Do something
different.
CANCER (June 21-July 221
** * Togetherness counts at work.
Build on an association. Think through a
money involvement carefully. You might
not always see eye to eye. but you can
use those differences to strengthen ideas
and projects. The unexpected occurs
financially. You pull the wild card.
Tonight: Enjoy yourself with a special
friend.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others prove exciting; make

calls and reach out for others. Do nothing
halfway. and you will succeed. An associate could unnerve you; value him for
the excitement he adds to your life.
Caring abounds. Tonight: Let another
state his case first.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
*** Work proves to be dynamic and
creative. Don't get stuck on the idea that
thinking must go a certain way. Let
events happen; you cannot be in control
of everything. A co-worker means well.
A trusted friend or associate, who is
sometimes challenging. pitches in.
Tonight: Clear your desk first.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
***** Loosen up and allow events
to flow. On some level, you feel out of
control. Rather than stumble into a relationship, think it through, exciting as it
might be. Don't decide anything is going
to be long-term just yet. A friend gives
you strong feedback. Listen. Tonight
Allow the fun to begin.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Examine what seems inevitable.
Recognize that you aren't in control of a
personal or domestic matter. Your vision
of what can happen if you relax might
change. Sometimes you push others way
beyonatheir natural limits. Be careful at
work. Tonight: Home first, then decide.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-15ec, 211
***** Aim for what you want.
Don't hesitate, as everything happens
quickly. Slowing down might put you out
of the race. Your sense of humor allows
you to see another's charm and appeal.
Don't get caught up in the immediate.
Tonight: Where the fun is.
CAPRICORN #Dec. 22-Jan. 191
*** Expenses go way out of control
- and quickly. at that. Your home or a
family member is a major reason for this.
Be willing to put a stopper on the endless
drain. Pull hack and take a hard look.
Answers will be forthcoming. Tonight
Curl up and relax.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181
***** You are bouncy and full ot
ideas. Others come to you. You naturally.
emanate charisma. Your ability to pull
rabbits out of hats delights another. Be
spontaneous. Make a phone call you
have been putting off. 'knight: Do your
thing.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Unexpected insights could have
you going in a whole new direction
Think before you take action. If possible.
delay responding. If you meet someone
attractive today. be careful! What you sec
might not be what you get. Investigate
expenditures Tonight: Take a night off.
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FAST CASH
Most Loan DecisionsIn 1 Hour
Receive Tax Refund Cash
S300 -$15,000
•Auto/Furniture/Other Purchases
•Consolidation Loans
•Personal Loans 'Home Improvement Loans

eights
Finance

W

LAWN & Landscape
Maintenance Seeding,
Mulching. Tree & Shrub
Replacement Phone
753-4980 leave message

THE
'IOU
Quick Apprut al Sun
Former Bankrupts Welcome

Dixieland Center, Murray

(270) 759-0310
Pam Dial, Manager • Janeen Prukett, CSR

lhn2Hills
urser

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
Emergency Water
Removal Furniture
FREE Estimates
Call Today

OiM•

HWY.641 N.-MURRAY
753-1725-800-472-8852

753-5827
PAINTER- Experienced
low rates Murray area
753-4715

PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing Moving,
Landscaping 753-5904
Ask for Jason
'RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles flat roofs & metal
roofs Free estimates
DORNBUSCH
Roofing vinyl siding ad -I
270-437-4559
tions, decks kitchen
Construction
ROOF LEAKING7
remodeling, restoration
Custom built homes addi- Call
a
professional
tions remodels or repairs Residential, Commercial or
work Guaranteed Qual,t,
Call 753-1245
Work 25 Years experiIndustriaN70-435-4645
ence Call Walters
ELECTRICAL
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Contracting, 753-2592
New colnstruction
Removal Insured with full
CUSTOM bulldozing & remodeling or lust replac
line of equipment Free
Irig a switch
backhoe work, septic sysestimates Day or night
Licensed & Insured
tems. 354-8161 after 4prn.763 5484
753 0834
Horace Sholar
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(270) 489-2070

OP

A-1 Tree Service
Stump removal& tree
spraying
492-8737 or 437-3044
Free estimates

Shopper for only $205.

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839

CLASSIFIED
1987 19ft Stratus • F&S
Gray and charcoal metal
flake 150 Yamaha- SS
prop 3 depth finders, foot
control 12/24 TM Live
wells, cover, on board dual
and
gauges
charger.
extras Garage kept. sharp
and perfect. $8700 firm
759-3569
WANT To Buy Double
Trailer for let skis
For Sale or Trade Single
trailers
15
ski
let
Aluminum fishing boat with
18hp motor & trailer 7538251

By

Spring Is Here!

Add
Color
With
Our
Pansies,
Forsythia

1

t44

It Is Time To:
*Fertilize With Nursery Special
*Apply Preen To Prevent Weeds
*Use Dormant Oil Spray To
Control Insects
*Replenish Mulch

170

Winter
#

Honeysuckle

Hours: Mon.-Sat.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

Meds may cause bruising
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

›x2

You seem to be under the care of a
physician well-versed in the treatment of chronic hepatitis. I suggest
that you ask him or her about your
bruising. Clearly, this issue should be
addressed before you develop a serious clotting deficiency, regardless of
cause. To give you related information, I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Blood — Donations
and Disorders." Other readers who
would like a copy should send ;2 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Although my
husband is easily aroused, he grabs
his abdomen and complains of severe
pain when he ejaculates. He has had
tests but nothing shows up.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been on cortisone and Imuran for five years
because of chronic hepatitis. I've
noticed black and blue marks all over
my arms. Is the medicine to blame?
DEAR READER: Probably.
Chronic hepatitis is defined as liver
inflammation that lasts more than six
months. It is further subdivided into
two classes:
Chronic persistent hepatitis is
benign, ordinarily follows acute
hepatitis, rarely causes symptoms
and needs no treatment.
Chronic active hepatitis, on the
other hand, is serious. It is thought to
be due to an inefficient immune
response to the hepatitis B or hepatitis C viruses. In addition, some medications — including methyldopa (for
DEAR READER: Indeed, your hushypertension), isoniazid (for tuberculosis) and "statin" drugs (for high cho- band's pain is unusual and I am
--iesterol levels) —are associated-with- _ unable_tg give you a logical explanation for it. Clearly, the problem
chronic hepatitis.
involves his reproductive tract.
This ailment can progress to cirrho- Therefore, he should see a urologist.
sis (liver scarring) or hepatic failure. If such a specialist is at a loss, I sugDiagnosis is made by liver biopsy. gest That your husband request a conTreatment includes cortisone and sultation in a urology clinic at a teachimmune-suppressing medicine, such ing hospital. Surely, every resource
as Imuran, to reduce liver inflamma- should be examined to help him find
tion and retard hepatic damage.
relief.
Unfortunately, these medications
also affect tissues other than the liver.
DR. GOTT
In particular, blood clotting may be
impeded. Therefore, patients taking
cortisone and/or Imuran tend to bleed
PETER
readily and bruise easily.
I suspect that your black-and-blue
GOTT, M.D.
marks are drug-related. However, the
liver, too, plays a role in blood coagulation, so if your liver is malfunctioning, your clotting may be compromised by liver disease, irrespective of
the therapy.
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DEAR NEW LEAF: I'm
pleased that the "15 Reasons"
provided a mirror in which you
saw yourself. I'm even more
pleased that the column gave
you the push you needed to
seek professional help.
With guidance and a sincere
desire to deal with your anger,
insecurity and need to control,
you will conquer the problem
and ensure a safer environment
for the people you love and who
love you.

handle. I have a sister-in-law I
would do an thing for. I love her as

nn us
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I COULD LEARN ENOUGH
ABOUT IT TO KEEP PEOPLE
FROM BEING SPIED UPON.
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could have
direction
If possible.
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Investigate
night off.

DEAR FRUSTRATED: The
next time your sister-in-law's
husband
makes advances; tell
.
him
no uncertain' terms that
you are not interested in anything he has to offer, and if it
happens again you will tell his
wife. If that doesn't stop him,
tell her everything and don't
mince words.

good to me, and no one deserves the
treatment I have given him. That
article opened my eyes. Thanks,
Abby.
A NEW LEAF IN GEORGIA

3Ut you

Ind full of
u naturally
ay to pull
mother. Be
t call you
it. Do your

friend, but her husband is a total
jerk. He has been making advances
toward me and saying things like, "I
wish you were mine," and,"A lot of
women think I'm great and would
be happy to have me."
My sister invites me to their
house frequently, and I am constantly turning her down because of
the jerk she's married to. Instead, I
suggest that we meet somewhere
and have dinner or coffee because I
don't want to hurt her in any way.
I want to tell her what a cheat
her husband is, but I'm afraid of
hurting her and our relationship.
There's no telling how many women
he has made advances to, or how
many may have taken him up on it.
What can I do? I love her and
don't want to cause her pain, but
she needs to know what her husband is up to.
FRUSTRATED IN TEXAS

always on the receiving end. My
boyfriend has been nothing but

Et 1_ CD 1•1 ID I E.

g happens
out
nor allows
nd appeal
mmediate.

LOOKING BACK

1 would a sister. She is my best

am going to get help immediately!
The next time you print that list,
remember that women aren't

DEAR ABBY: I have a sensitive
problem I don't know how to

1004•Ek

you want.

DEAR ABBY: When I read your
list of "15 Reasons to Leave Your
Lover, Warning Signs of an Abusive
Personality," my jaw dropped. My
heart began to race and my stomach did flip-flops. My boyfriend isn't.
the one who fits so many of the
characteristics on the list — I am!
My boyfriend and I have been
dating for nine months. The first
three or four months, I was an
angel. Then slowly I began to
change. It started with one incident
every few weeks, then once a week,
and now it happens almost every
day.
I interrogate my man about
where he has been, who was there,
and how long the conversations
went on. When things don't go the
way I think they should, I blame
him and call him mean and hateful
names. I criticize him for things
over which he has no control and
curse at him. I have actually kicked
him while he was asleep so he'd
wake up and I could finish giving
him a verbal bashing. I have threat_ejaed_ to kill him_ _and that.'-s not
right. One minute I'm sweet and
loving, then he says something that
sets me off and I'm on a tirade,
cursing and yelling.
Sometimes, when we aren't
fighting, I look into his eyes and see
the pain I've caused over the last
few months and I feel awful.
So, Abby, I want to thank you. I

4E5.. BUT I WAS ONL`f
WORKiNG FOR VOUR COMPANN As A WA4 TO LAUNCH
/11,4 GOMPAN4.. WHOSE
WHOLE PURPOSE 15 TO
PROTECT 40U FROM PEOPLE
LIKE ME! SEE?? I'M
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Al.UJIWS THIN)K
WE HAVE
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Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Dr. Ray
Mofield, professor in Murray State
University Department of Journalism, Radio & TV, holding a copy
of the new communications history
textbook in which he is a contributing editor.
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Mayfield
Lady Tigers beat Murray Lady Tigers and Calloway County High
Lakers beat Marshall County Marshals. High scorers were Mary
Catherine Wooldridge for Murray,
Lori Beth McCullar for Mayfield,
Cliff Curd for Calloway and Aaron
Beth for Marshall.
Births reported include a boy to
Cathy and Craig Willie, a boy to
Pamela and Dwight Patton and a
girl to Debbie and Roger Klapp,
Feb. 27.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Jack the Giant Killer
South dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.

what has transpired thus far that
you must return a spade. Partner
NORTH
has indicated his lack ofinterest in
+ 102
clubs,and it is also plain to see that
V A Q 75
a heart return would be pointless.
•A K 6 4 3
Your problem therefore is not so
+84
much whether to lead a spade, but
WEST
EAST
rather which spade to lead.
+ A 974
•KJ 3
If you start by crediting South
V J 10
V 9 86 2
with the A-Q of spades merely
+109
•J 8 7 2
because he bid the suit, you are
Q 10 5 3 2
+96
thinking along the wrong lines,for
SOUTH
by making that assumption, you
Q 86 5
are, in effect, conceding the conV K 43
tract. Instead, you must approach
•Q 5
the problem realistically and as*A KJ 7
sume that South has the ace or
The bidding:
queen, but not both.
South
West
North
East
Accordingly, you should shift
1+
Pass
1•
Pass to the spade jack in the hope that
1•
Pass
2V
Pass your partner has the A-9-x-x or Q2 NT
Pass
3 NT
9-x-x of spades, in which case you
Opening lead —jack of hearts.
will have more than a fair shot to
defeat the contract. As it happens,
Let's say you're East, defend- the jack play kills declarer dead.
ing against three notrump, and Whether or not he covers, you reel
partner leads the jack of hearts, offfour spade tricks, and he winds
won by South with the king. De- up down one.
clarer cashes the Q-K-A of diaBut note that if you start the
monds, partner discarding the spades by leading the king or three
deuce of clubs, and plays another first, South makes the contract
diamond that you win with the with correct play. Only the jack
jack as partner discards the three lead leaves declarer with no reof clubs.
course and prevents him from scorMatters have now reached a ing nine tricks. The jack becomes
critical stage, and it is clear from the giant killer!
Tomorrow: Two double-dummy problems.
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1 Yellow
pigment
6 Musical
group
11 For each
person
12 Stopped
14 Above
15 River in
Germany
17 Emperor
18 Tennis stroke
20 Body of
water
22 Compass pt.
23 Two words of
understanding
25 Capital of
Vietnam
27 For example
(abbr.)
28 Coins
30 Ghpping
device
32 — En Lai
34 Whale
35 Within
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premises
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natives, for
short
41 Symbol for
calcium
42 Nonplus
44 Father
45 — —
standstill
47 Greets
49 Vast age
50 — school
52 South
American
animal
54 Not at all
55 Par
57 Little Big
Horn general
59 III-natured
60 Outer space
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the Murray Lions Club.
Phil Shelton, president of Murray Education Association, explained the four point Kentucky
Education Association program at a
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
Club.
Mr. and Mrs. O.D. Thompson
celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary Feb. 7.
Forty years ago
A heavy snow of at least five

inches covered Murray and Calloway County this morning causing
traffic snarls over the city and
county. The snow covered a sheet
of ice making traveling conditions
worse. All Calloway County
schools are closed.
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Douglass
beat Kirksey and Hazel beat Lynn
Grove. High team scorers were
Twenty years ago
Johnny Cooper, Douglass, Mickey
Published is a picture of Robert
Kirksey:, Billy Wilson, }la,.
Slitter and CrateTtfonT Sfandin-g-te: zel and Junior West, Lynn
Grove.
side the Murray Street Department
Fifty years ago
flusher truck. The two men, along
The need for an emergency reswith Sam Outland and several cue
squad for Murray and Callostreet department personnel, built
way County was more apparent rethe truck from restored parts and
cently with the deaths of two men
surplus property from the state.
from an accident on Highway 94
Births reported include a boy to
East. Combined efforts of the 13
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Fox, Feb. 19;
men from the new rescue squad and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Randy PhilState
Policeman Brigham Futrell
lips, Feb. 21.
got one injured man out of the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Bailey
gasoline drenched wreckage of the
were married 50 years Feb. 22.
truck that claimed the lives of Roy
Thirty years ago
Turner and Eldridge C. Colson Feb.
Published is a picture of George
H. Ligon of Murray, past district 28.
Births reported include a girl to
governor of Kentucky Lions DisMr. and Mrs. O.D. Parrish and a
trict 43-K being presented the Govgirl to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bogernor's Award from Lions International by Z.C. Enix, president of gess, Feb. 27.

ONE Of "ME GOOD CANS!
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9 Actual being
10 Puzzling
situation
11 Pertaining to
a court
13 Lees
16 Tide type
19 Place to sit
21 Musical
group of nine
24 Character of
a people
26 Metrical
stress
29 — America
31 Weird
33 Generally
35 Financier Carl
36 Country
37 Man's name
39 Scandinavian
money
40 Spanish title
43 Locality
46 Site of Tat
Mahal
48 Soot
51 British Navy
abbr
53 Timber tree
56 Dunng the
penod of
58 Symbol for
tellunum

TODAY IN HISTORY
Today is Thursday, March 2,
the 62nd day of 2000. There are
304 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 2, 1877, Republican
Rutherford B. Hayes was declared
the winner of the 1876 presidential election over Democrat Samuel
J. Tilden, even though Tilden had
won the popular vote.
On this date:
In 1793, the first president of
the Republic of Texas, Sam Houston, was born near Lexington, Va.
In 1836, Texas declared its independence from Mexico.
In 1899, President McKinley
signed a measure creating the rank
of Admiral of the Navy for Admiral George Dewey.
In 1899, Mount Rainier National Park in Washington state was
established.
In 1917, Puerto Ricans were
granted U.S. citizenship.
In 1923, Time magazine made
its debut.
In 1939, Roman Catholic Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli was elected
Pope; he took the name Pius XII.
In 1939, the Massachusetts legislature voted to ratify the Bill of
Rights, 147 years after the first
10 amendments to the U.S. Constitution had gone into effect.
In 1949, an American B-50
Superfortress, the Lucky Lady II.
landed at Fort Worth, Texas, after
completing the first non-stop roundthe-world flight.
In 1977, the U.S. House of
Representatives adopted a strict
code of ethics.
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$75.00
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$98.00
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Nioney Order
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Program kicks off campaign

FBLA officers Emily Cleaver and Miriam Rogers recently
presented the Angel's Community Clinic with several children's books. The books were collected by the FBLA members at Calloway County High School as part of their monthly service project.

Gurley to perform
Accomplished local guitarist
Andy Gurley will be putting his
talent on display March 3. at 9
p.m. in the studios of 91.3 FM.
WKMS.
WKMS, listener supported public radio from Murray State University, is welcoming special guests
for its Spring 2000 Fundraiser
"You're At Home with WKMS."
Gurley and his band will he
performing live on Stateline Blue.
with Mark Shearer.
After graduating from high
school in Dyersburg. Tenn.. be
went to Lambuth University on a
music scholarship. graduating
magna cum laude in 1983.
From there, he took his talent
to Los Angeles. w here he graduated with honors from the Guitar
Institute of Technology in 1985.
In the beginning. touring was
his mainstay, allowing him to share
the stage with such recognized
names as Eric Johnson. Eric Clapton. Willie Nelson, Steve Vai and
the Bob Hope Orchestra.
His fusion hand toured Europe
and ended the tour playing the

main stage at the Montreux Jazz
Festival.
He has now turned his attention
toward teaching guitar at the University of Tennessee (Martin) and
Bethel College. as well as being a
contributing writer for Guitar For
The Practicing Musician and InTune Magazine.
A recording artist himself, he
is also a top studio musician,
sought after for many key studio
projects for other artists.
- Grammy and Dove award winning writer/producer Robert Johnson is one of Gurley' s biggest
fans, saying, "when I need a studio guitarist that can do things
out of the norm. I call Andy."
In his live performances. Gurley offers nothing less than pure
passion.

Once again I have asked our
Big Brother Big Sister Coordinator, Michelle Hansen, to share
some facts and information about
this very important and viable program.
Please read on to find out what's
going on and how you can make
a difference. BBBS helps reach dous difference in the lives of the
out to more youth and make them youth they are matched with.
A recent study showed that a
feel like the most important peryouth with a Big Brother or Sisson in the world!
BrothBig
the
-February,
Mid
In
ter is 46 percent less likely to
ers Big Sisters of Murray/Calloway become involved with drugs and
County (BBBS) Program kicked alcohol and is 52 percent less likeoff its Fourth Annual Buddy Cam- ly to skip school. Mentors help
paign.
kids improve their communication
This campaign is essential for and decision making skills.
the program to continue growing.
But most of all, a mentor makes
In 1998 the program provided over a difference because they give to
400 hours of mentoring. With the a child, and only the child. The
growth of many matches in 1999, attention that the youth gets when
to-04.w- 7Withlit' -a-ter'Btg Is S..0 signif-thr-pragratrr int.ca
1,250 mentonng hours.
icant.
All of these hours are at no
Don't we air want to have somecharge to either the child, parent one pay attention to us? Take a
or volunteer. BBBS hopes to dou- look at this story.
ble that in the coming year. The
"Upon arriving home from work,
financial support of Calloway Coun- a young boy approached his father
ty residents proves to be very impor- and asked,'How much doyou make
tant.
in an hour?' The father replied.
Big Brother and Big Sister vol- 'Twenty dollars.'
unteers really do make a tremen"The boy ran off to his room

Coast Guard to
host boating
safety class

E34.14.1\14,G41.0
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7.00 p.m

* 51.000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jack ot Eve Weeek

'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club- License 80181

LEGAL NOTICE
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
In accordance with KRS .M.051. Kentucky's noxious weed law. the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet will destroy noxious weeds on state-owned right of way at
the request of the adjoining property owner. The noxious weeds named in this law
are Johnson grass. giant foxtail. Canada thistle, nodding thistle. multiflora rose.
black nightshade, wild cucumber and kudzu.

edia

(mamas

and shut the door. The father sat
down in his easy chair and proceeded to watch the news. He
thought to himself, 'I have worked
all day and now for a little while
I will rest and do what I want to
do'.
"A few moments later the boy
ran back in to the room • with a
bag filled with pennies, nickels,
dimes, quarters and $1 bills. At
the top of his voice he repeatedly squealed, 'I've got enough, I've
got enough...'
C/II/OL16

'Enough for what, son?' His son
excitedly answered, 'I've got $20.
It's enough. I can buy an hour of
your time!"
Now doesn't it say something
when kids feel like they have to
"buy" our time, whether we are
a parent, a teacher or a friend''
Isn't it essential that they feel important?

Get Ready For Spring!
•BULK GARDEN SEEDS
•BEDDING PLANTS & FLOWERS
•ONION SETS .SEED POTATOES

MEMBER DISCOUNTS...
*Pharmacy Discount Card
*Dodge Truck S500 Rebate
•Rental Car Discounts (15°- off)
•State Park Hotel Discounts(15°.off)
*Eyeglass Contacts Discounts 1600.off)
•Hearing Aid Discount (15°. off)
•Mailorder Drug Discount
•A D T Security System Free Installation

ALSO INCLUDED...
•S1.500 Accidental Death Policy
•Free Estate Planning
•Compelitiye Insurance Products
(Auto Home Farm Health Lite IRAs)

New Flowers & Plants Arriving Daily

D & M Market

753-4703
110 Smith 1th St ri•t•I

403 Sycamore St.• Murray
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.• 270-753-7483

Aftershspostory
Iegraltee

Every Friday Night

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60°0, 75°0 and 9000

24
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The United States Coast Guard
Aux. will host a boating safety
and seamanship class beginning
on March 21 at Ken Lake State
Park, meeting room C.
The class begins at 6:30 the
first night and the cost is $20 per
person or $29 a couple. Everyone
is welcome.

Whether playing jazz, acoustic,
or the Hendrix-inspired rock he
grew up on. Gurley never fails to
amaze. Giirley's performance at
WKMS is a must-listen for guitar fans and music lovers alike.
For more information, call !ROO-599-4737.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

Euildati 3e0de4

That is what happens when a
Big Brother or Big Sister sits down
and listens to their Little, or when
they go to the park with their Little, or when they bake cookies
together.
It is what is happening every
day in Calloway County through
the Big Brothers Big Sisters Program.
And you can make it possible,
through your contribution, to reach
out to more youth and make them
feel like the most important person in the world.
For more information on the
Big Brothers Big Sisters Program,
call 759-BBBS(2227).

6 MONTHS SAME AS CASH
HOPAYMENTS • NOINTEREST /2 Price

FOR

SFULL MONTHS!

ciT:eAofilts,
All Thomasville

Save 39%

Persons who own property adjacent to state right of way and who are involved in
eradication efforts on their property can submit a written application to the highway district office in their area. Applications and addresses of each district office
will be located at state highway gara2es

to 4"Off

Murray Elementary School

Bedroom, Dining Room
and Living Room

Guaranteed Lowest
Prices in the U.S.A.

Save 25%
to 45% Off
Everything
Else!
Partial Listing ofSavings Available

First Year Primary

Pennsylvania House
Set of 3 Occ. tables (solid) ikeeil '4947.97 ..'1,010.00
Lane Yellow Floral
Reclining Sofa & Loveseat Amami '2,549.98 '1,436.00
168.00
Berkshire Queen iron & Wood Bed . Jura'49999
1143.00
Lane Blue Vinyl Recliner .. Amos'399.99
Pennsylvania House
'299.00
Solid Cherry Sofa Table
Jtyrati '999.99
Broyhill Plaid Nailhead
Sofa, Love, Chair & Ottoman "'ma '3,699.96 $2,096.00
Broyhill Neutral
Rasa '2.899.97 11,573.00
So6, Chair & Ottoman
Oak Hoosier Cabinet seem '1,199.99 '683.00
sylvania House Solid Oak
'8,399.95 '4194.00
5 piece Bedroom
Ashley All Natural Dinette . Ammo '499.9Q
*297.00
Best Video Recliner ..........1osem '339.00
$179.00
Broyhill 6 pc. Youth Bedroom Aetna '1,689.00 $799.00

REGISTRATION
Tuesday, March 7, 6-7:30 p.m.
• To enroll in Murray Elementary School, your child must he
five years old on or before October 1, 2000.
• Please bring your child's birth certificate, a Kentucky
certificate of immunization, and a copy of your child's social
security number. Your child should attend too.
• Parents may choose to register their children for Kids'
Company, Murray Elementary School's afterschool
childcare program_
• Representatives of the Murray Preschool/Head Start will
be present to accept applications for enrollment.

Zilt

Klause:tier Sleeper Sofa
Retail '1,249.00...'599.
& Love Seat
'298
itaila '599.00
Ashley Kitchen Island
Webb 5 pc, Dark Pine Bedroom Retail '1,800.00 %99.
$249.
Retail '469.00
Cherry Day Bed
Broyhill Cherry Cocktail &
549.
Retail .1.111.5.0o
2 End Tables (3 pc. set) ..
'399.
izet.a4soo.o0
Thomasville TV Cabinet
Arra/ '1,649.00 '877.
Hickory Hill Sofa & Chair
Maple/Green China Cabinet saat %mom. .$728.
Pine Pedestal
$347.00
Dining Table & 4 Chairs .... Astra '699.00
'347.00
Oak Computer Desk & Huta ../taso •soo.00
'77.00
Ada/'179.00
Twin Headboard
'144.00
Broyhill Solid Cherry Table kegs '360.00
'127.00
Read '199.00
Glider Rocker
'98.00
Jtatial '210.00
Curio Cabinet
JUNO '799.00
'397.00
Queen Bedding Set

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IS THE RI GOAL OF Ti ENTIRI STAFF OF FLEMING FURNITURI!
SUPIIKPITER 311101 1.11Kkleville load
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w
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Open Housefor New Students
PTO officers, school council members, and other school staff
will welcome children and answer parents' questions.
Children can take part in a scavenger hunt, which takes them
on a tour of the rooms. We want them to look forward to coming to Murray Elementary in August!
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Super Center Open Sunday 11 • 5

Parents who are unable to attend registration are asked
to contact the school office at 7.53-.5022
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